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LETTER OF INTEREST 02

A. Describe previous and current advertising and marketing accounts
implemented and managed by your firm that demonstrate your firm’s capability to

perform all services required in the Solicitation. 
 

For each account referenced, provide the client’s name (including contact name
and email); date range of services; project names, messages, demographic markets,

and services performed; personnel assigned to the account; total budget and
percentage of budget allotted for media; and the account’s relevance to the

services required by DAH.
 

TECHNICAL PROPOSAL/INFORMATION FOR EVALUATION

E.1 QUALIFICATIONS 
AND EXPERIENCE
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We bring to the Division of Arkansas Heritage (DAH) an experienced and skilled tourism team that understands the integration of

marketing strategies and looks to Public Relations and Content Marketing as driving forces of a synergistic PESO model - Paid Media,

Earned Media, Shared Media and Owned Media.

Throughout this response, you’ll learn more about our agency, our partner agency and the team who would work alongside you. With

our partner we bring to the table an entire team of strategists, creatives and digital natives with years of tourism experience. They have

worked for many tourism entities that face the same challenges and opportunities as you do. Of course, we aren’t assuming we know

the perfect solution for DAH now, but we hope this gives you enough that you can see how we tackle a challenge and work to move the

needle as a true partner with our clients.

As you’ll see from our qualification information in the next few pages, our experience can greatly serve DAH. In particular, the combined

forces of our partner’s deep tourism expertise in branding and media buying partnered with our extensive Arkansas network and

content marketing knowledge can benefit our state’s growing tourism industry and share more of our rich heritage with Arkansans and

beyond.

EXPERIENCE & QUALIFICATIONS
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EXPERTS IN TOURISM +
DESTINATION MARKETING

From marketing regional DMOs to local CVBs, to states and international

destinations, our expertise is unparalleled when it comes to helping

destinations achieve their goals of driving visitation, attracting new business

partners and generating economic development.

Our team provides extensive, specialized qualifications and experience in

tourism and destination marketing. As part of our client relationships, we

have provided AOR services covering all services required by many large

clients, including, but not limited to: administration/management,

accounting and billing, strategic planning and research, brand

development, creative development, production, media planning and

buying, public relations, website design and development, social media and

content marketing strategy, and influencer marketing, as well as full

measurement and analytics capabilities. 

Based on our breadth of destination experience, we have a number of travel

and tourism segment strengths that will benefit the DAH team. 
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Affluent/Wealthy & Ultra Wealthy

Millennials

Generation Z

Generation X

Niche segments such as: History & Cultural Enthusiasts, Golf, Water, Outdoor Recreation/Adventure, Culinary, Multicultural, Wedding

and LGBTQ+

Regarding audience segments, we have expertise in a number of specialty segments, including: 

Most recently, we have been helping our travel and tourism clients deal with the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic, with interim

message strategies and creative during shut-down, and now through the stages of recovery. With a focus on audience attitudes and

perceptions based on research, we understand how to best position brands and develop the right messages to overcome this

challenge.

EXPERTS IN TOURISM +
DESTINATION MARKETING
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EXPERTS IN TOURISM +
DESTINATION MARKETING

American Queen Steamboat Company, Website/Digital

Marketing

Greater Boston Convention & Visitors Bureau, Creative

Services

Cayman Islands Department of Tourism, 2015,

Website/Digital Marketing

City of Rochester (MN), 2016, Branding and Creative Services

Delaware North Corporation, 2015, Experiential/Activations

Destination Cleveland, 2019, Experiential/Activation

Marketing

Events D.C., 2019, Website/Digital Marketing

General Tours/Alexander & Roberts, 2013, Website/Digital

Marketing

Greater Wildwoods Convention & Visitors Bureau, 2016, Full

Service Marketing

Kampgrounds of America, 2019, Website/Digital Marketing

Rhode Island Airport Corporation, 2017, Full Service

Marketing

Shenandoah County Tourism, 2019, Full Service Marketing

CURRENT TOURISM CLIENTS
Bangor Int'l Airport, 10 years, Full Service Marketing 

Barbados Tourism, 2 years, Brand Strategy

Bermuda Department of Tourism, 4 years, Full Service Marketing

Boston Harbor Hotel, 3 years, Full Service Marketing

Collette Vacations, 3 years, Digital Marketing

Destination D.C., 2 years, Full Service Marketing & Experiential

Destination Marketing Assoc. International (DMAI), 4 years, Full Service

Marketing/Brand Strategy

Foxwoods Resort & Casino, 1 year, Creative services

Germany Tourism, 2 years, Social Media

Greater Miami Convention and Visitors Bureau, 3 years, Website/Digital

Marketing

Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta Int'l Airport (ATL), 5 years, Full Service Marketing

Maine Tourism, 10 years, Full Service Marketing

Massachusetts Office of Tourism, 2 years, Projects, Digital & Social Media

Nashville Int'l Airport, 9 years, Website/Digital & Brand Strategy

Newport Beach (California) Tourism, 1 year, Brand Strategy

Philadelphia Int'l Airport, 3 years, Website/Digital & Brand Strategy

Pittsburgh International Airport, 2 years, Website Development

San Francisco International Airport, 2015, Full Service Marketing & Website

Tourism Santa Fe, 4 years, Full Service Marketing

Travel Alberta, 2 years, Experiential Marketing

Visit Big Sky, 4 years, Media & Creative

FORMER TOURISM CLIENTS
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EXPERTS IN TOURISM +
DESTINATION MARKETING

Our destination clients benefit from an agency that gets results, because none of what we do matters unless it works. Our clients have

benefited from increases in visitation, RevPAR, ADR and lodging tax increases.

10% increase in YOY hotel ADR, 20% increase YOY lodging tax and a 17% increase in second-home purchases

Year-over-year double-digit increases in visitation, RevPar, ADR and overall 30% increase in lodging tax 

10% increase in visitation YOY with record increases in ADR, RevPar and lodging tax

12% increase in visitation in year 1 of the campaign with YOY increases in years 2 and 3

Launched brand in the middle of the COVID pandemic; reached 80% occupancy for 2020 season 

Year-over-year increases in visitation since 2015 with a record-breaking 19% YOY increase in visitation in 2018

8% increase in visitation from the L.A. market (focus of initiative)10
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LETTER OF INTEREST 02

CASE STUDY

SANTA FE
Client Contact:  

Randy Randall, Executive Director, P: 505-955-6209, E: rrandall@santafenm.org

Services Provided:
AOR – Brand & marketing strategy, creative, digital, media planning & buying

Date Range of Services:
2015 – 2019

Personnel Assigned:
Executive Creative Director, Creative Director, Art Director, Account Supervisor, Senior Art Director, Director of Media,,

Director of Digital Media & Analytics, Associate Media Director, Media Buyer/Planner, Social Media Strategist

Total budget and percentage of budget allotted for media:
Total budget: <$500,000, % media: 60%
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A destination image associated almost solely with desert-like weather and landscapes

Pressure from more established competitive destinations with bigger budgets (e.g., Charleston, Aspen, Austin)

Inconsistent presentation of the brand and brand messages

A desire to increase fall and winter business

Tourism Santa Fe engaged us to develop a comprehensive brand and subsequent campaign designed to reposition Santa Fe as a year-

round destination. Santa Fe wanted to debunk myths, increase visibility and target new niche audiences, as well as create real audience

engagement for the destination. As we began our assignment, we were faced with some key challenges:

BRAND STRATEGY
Our core Santa Fe strategy was to develop a platform that leveraged Santa Fe’s unique offerings. This included culture, history, outdoor

adventure, cuisine and the arts, but in its OWN UNIQUE WAY that only Santa Fe could own. We knew their tagline, “The City Different,”

was core to their heritage and should be moved front and center to differentiate them and allow them to compete with cities such as

New Orleans, Charleston, Savannah and Austin. Our creative for “The City Different” campaign focused on the aspects of the authentic

Santa Fe that we knew would resonate with the target personas identified in our media strategy.

TOURISM SANTA FE

LETTER OF INTEREST 
12
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TOURISM SANTA FE
The agency routinely created specific targeting campaigns for destinations that focus on industry professionals like meeting and event

planners and travel agents. Included are examples of placements for Tourism Santa Fe's MICE/Meetings & Conventions business, which

experienced a 15% increase as a result of our efforts.

LETTER OF INTEREST 

Focus on persona-based marketing on three levels from awareness to intent (see actual presentation slide below)

Move customers through a “funnel” using overlapping media tactics

Measure, refine and optimize along the way

MEDIA STRATEGY
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TOURISM SANTA FE

Visually appealing and tactile

Generate awareness in specific markets

Opportunity for added value through

advertorial/digital

Co-op opportunities came with media

cost

Regional Print
Build emotional connection through

sight and sound

Enhance brand awareness/recognition

Can guarantee viewability (CPV model)

Ability for graphic enhancements

and/or video selector

Online Video
Hyper-targetability at scale

Can use multiple forms of targeting,

including contextual targeting, which has

been useful for brand pillars

Build awareness through efficient CPM

cost model

Programmatic Display

AWARENESS STRATEGY

Visually appealing

executions, usually ATF

Allows for measurable

interaction and

engagement

Desktop and mobile

executions have been

super successful in

driving traffic to site

Rich Media Display
Visually appealing

executions, usually ATF

Allows for measurable

interaction and

engagement

Desktop and mobile

executions have been

super successful in

driving traffic to site

Paid Social
Fits form and function

of digital environment

Promote event-driven

or seasonal content on

site

Has been proven

performer in driving

traffic to specific

content pages

Native
Showcase the

experience of the brand

through engaging

content (videos/articles)

Measure through reach

and engagement

(shares, comments, etc.)

Content can be owned

by client

Custom Content 

Target users currently

researching trips

Tell your own story

through collections,

events, galleries

Y/Y increases in

engagement; proven

increase in key markets

like Phoenix and Denver

Content/PDP

ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY
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TOURISM SANTA FE

Search: Target in-market travelers

currently searching for trips to NM, ABQ,

etc. to stay top-of-mind

Site: Retarget users who have been to

the website but have not converted

Site Retargeting
Target travel intenders via email outside

of current email list efforts

Tactic works well with deals/incentives

for events or seasonal promotions (i.e.,

Spring Break)

Email Lead Generation
Reach travel intenders searching for

information relevant to Santa Fe and/or

competitive

Keep up with event listings for site link

extensions

Link JackRabbit action as a “conversion,”

if applicable

Paid Search

Target niche publications with readerships that over-index for Meetings & Convention planners

Prevue

Ignite

Special Events

Recommend

Smart Meetings

Cvent

CM&E

M&C

Align message within relevant content, such as “Top Convention Spaces in the Southwest”

Negotiate digital to be included with all print packages — i.e., eBlasts, eNewsletters, social content

Layered a paid search campaign with print/digital display to stay top-of-mind and top-of-page for

active searchers, and drive users to take action directly to the TSF Meetings and Conventions

landing page

MICE/Meetings

INTENT  STRATEGY
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TOURISM SANTA FE
TOURISM SANTA FE RESULTS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

More than 300 million media impressions delivered across print, digital display, rich media display, native display, sponsored content, out
of home, pre-roll video, social media and paid search (and soon, OTT/streaming TV)

More than 1 million media engagements with the Santa Fe brand, including clicks, interactions and shares

Almost 1 million trackable website visits attributed to media and marketing efforts, including 700,000 sessions on The City Different
dynamic video landing page, making it the third most visited page on the santafe.org website since its launch in January 2016

Successful brand launch in Austin, TX, in summer 2016 using print, digital display and out of home that resulted in a 421% increase in web
sessions, 173% increase in direct traffic and a 19% increase in organic search traffic from this market

Consistently provided Santa Fe with added value through negotiated media rate discounts, strategic bonus distribution and delivery, and
complementary creative production, resulting in an estimated $2 million in additional media value attained for Tourism Santa Fe

527,445 hotel searches and 4,266 hotel bookings
300,797 flight searches and 11,057 flight bookings
4,447 full-funnel bookings (i.e., booking occurred by site visitors who saw an ad), resulting in a minimum estimated $565,000 in
incremental revenue attained by media and marketing efforts

Santa Fe has seen an estimated $1,131,760 in hotel revenue generated from all trackable media and marketing efforts since our strategic
data partnership with Adara Impact Analytics began in July 2017. Additional success metrics:

ATTRIBUTABLE ROI
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CASE STUDY

BIG SKY, MONTANA
Client Contact:  

Kitty Clemens, Executive Director (former), P: 970-878-7117, E: kitty@clemens.com

Services Provided:
AOR – Brand & marketing strategy, creative, digital, media planning & buying

Date Range of Services:
2013 – 2018

Personnel Assigned:
Executive Creative Director, Creative Director, Art Director, Account Supervisor, Senior Art Director, Director of Media,,

Director of Digital Media & Analytics, Associate Media Director, Media Buyer/Planner, Social Media Strategist

Total budget and percentage of budget allotted for media:
Total budget: <$500,000, % media: 70%
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VISIT BIG SKY

A destination image associated almost solely with skiing and snowboarding
Competition from more established destinations (Jackson Hole, Aspen, etc.) 
Lack of stakeholder buy-in and consensus
Inconsistent presentation of the brand and brand messages 
Need to increase summer business

Visit Big Sky engaged us to reposition Big Sky as a year-round destination and to increase visibility
and engagement for the destination. Challenges we faced included:

STRATEGY 
We conducted a thorough examination of research data, as well as other sources, and developed a
repositioning strategy to associate Big Sky with a wide range of other outdoor adventure and
recreation in addition to skiing. Most importantly, we chose to leverage Big Sky’s close proximity to
Yellowstone National Park. 

We worked with Visit Big Sky to create a strategic plan that included developing a year-round
media strategy designed to erode competitive share, increase visitation during summer and
support maximum ROI (and for lodging, maximum ADR) in the winter. We also built a strategic
social media program aligned with the new creative and brand repositioning.
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VISIT BIG SKY
POSITIONING & CREATIVE 
We developed a new tagline based on the repositioning strategy for the destination: “The Little Town That’s Next To Everything.” This
includes distinct strategic creative approaches for winter and summer, just as we had developed distinct media strategies for both seasons.
Of course, Yellowstone National Park’s scenic beauty was featured prominently across all media.

MEDIA STRATEGY
In order to maximize Big Sky's budget against better-funded competitive destinations, we developed an innovative media strategy to out-
perform the competition. Seeking to maximize precious media dollars, our plan included a media mix with 45% digital, 27% print, 14% OOH,
7% SEM with the balance in paid social media and radio. For summer, a focus on such drive markets as Montana, Washington, Idaho,
Wyoming, North Dakota, South Dakota, Minnesota and Calgary, and for winter, a focus shift to direct flight markets such as Minneapolis,
Chicago, Seattle, New York and Los Angeles.

We also were innovative with digital media — including programmatic display, endemic display and native content — which was hyper-
targeted to reach the most relevant travel consumer in these key markets, and we leveraged some strategic partnerships with NPR to reach
older, affluent listeners as well as other strong media partnerships (e.g., National Geographic, TripAdvisor) to deliver maximum value and ROI
to Visit Big Sky.
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VISIT BIG SKY

Summer 2015 campaign resulted in more than 26M media impressions in market

Overall visits to the VisitBigSkyMT.com website were up 42% YoY during May-Sept

Digital media directly resulted in 70,000 visits to the website — an 85% YoY increase
Digital media delivered a .31% CTR & 73% visit rate, outperforming industry benchmarks

Social media resulted in a 15.33% click rate with engagement up 300% in the first three months

Excellent growth in impression volumes

300% YoY increase in visitor guide requests
Big Sky & Yellowstone Welcome Center saw a 73% YoY increase in visitor foot traffic

10% increase in YoY hotel ADR

20% increase YoY Lodging Tax Increase

17% increase in second home purchases (economic development)

FIRST YEAR RESULTS (2014-2015)

YEAR OVER YEAR (YoY) RESULTS
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CASE STUDY

SHENANDOAH COUNTY
Client Contact:  

Jenna French, Director of Tourism & Economic Development, P: 540-459-1822, E: jfrench@shenandoahcountyva.us

Services Provided:
Brand & marketing strategy, creative, digital, media planning & buying

Date Range of Services:
2019 – present

Personnel Assigned:
Account Director, Executive Creative Director, Creative Director, Art Director, Account Supervisor, Senior Art Director, Director

of Media,, Director of Digital Media & Analytics, Associate Media Director, Media Buyer/Planner, Social Media Strategist

Total budget and percentage of budget allotted for media:
Total budget:  <$150,000, % media:  65%
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Through the beginning of the pandemic, Shenandoah

County had relatively strong rental visitation due to its

location as a rural, outdoor-focused destination. However,

the local hotels, restaurants and retailers were not reaping

the benefits of visitors due to uncertainty on whether the

community was abiding by COVID protocols (social

distancing, masking, etc.)

PLANNING PROCESS
Prior to COVID, the agency had done an immersive discovery

experience with Shenandoah County and found that people

visit to experience a change in time and pace. Things move

slower, people are friendlier, and there is the ability to

reconnect with nature and loved ones that isn’t present in

normal lives, especially Washington D.C., Shenandoah’s

primary feeder market. We launched a brand campaign to

appeal to this nostalgia for simpler pleasures with the “Find

Your Way Back” campaign. With the onset of COVID, we

evolved this to “Find Your Way Back Safely” and incorporated

imagery of adherence to COVID protocols.

SHENANDOAH COUNTY
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Paid social cost per link click was 34% better than the industry average.

Click through rate for video was 57% better than industry average.

The paid search cost per click outperformed the industry average by 44%.

Although spending reports for Q4 have not been published, both bed tax collectors and restaurants report stronger than

expected revenue in what is typically the shoulder season for Shenandoah County.

IMPLEMENTATION
The campaign, funded by the COVID CARES Act, ran from October through December 2020 via paid social media and Google Display

network. We also integrated the imagery and messaging throughout the Shenandoah County site and on organic social media. 

OUTCOMES
The campaign delivered almost 1 million impressions and 7,600 visitors to the Shenandoah site. Some media highlights include: 

SHENANDOAH COUNTY

www.youtube.com/watch?v=7igrx7XJnGk
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PROPOSAL REQUIREMENTS RESPONSE

E.1 QUALIFICATIONS 
AND EXPERIENCE

1- Include experience with consumer-targeted accounts with annual media billings
of about $200,000.00 that used broadcast, e-marketing, outdoor, and print media. 
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MEDIA PLANNING + BUYING

Understanding a brand must come to life throughout all elements of a campaign 
It takes an integrated strategy (PESO) to tell an effective story 
Building an integrated media campaign that combines tactics proven to build awareness, and drive both engagement and action. 
Ensuring we are working closely with our public relations team so that coordination will augment the paid media campaign

Testing innovative strategies, such as experiential marketing, artificial intelligence, virtual reality and augmented reality

Our team has full-service media planning and buying capabilities across all forms of media and all services are provided in-house. Our

media staff all have at least 8+ years of experience, with our team leadership having more than 30 years of experience. Our core strength
is a seamless integration among all media services that results in a coordinated and goal-oriented campaign strategy for our clients.

The key to our success is through our deep relationships with media partners who allow us to negotiate the best added value
for our clients. We continually nurture these relationships in order to provide innovative partnerships that will get results. As experts in
building innovative media strategies and plans for brands on budgets of all sizes, we utilize our experience, our creativity and our deep
understanding of technology and societal trends that are causing the rapid changes in how marketing campaigns are planned and
executed. 

Our innovative approach to integrating traditional and nontraditional media is built upon some key pillars:

We continually look for ways to improve how we approach helping our clients meet their goals through our media planning efforts. To
that end, many of our clients have had us shift our efforts from more traditional forms of media into a combination of media, content
and digital marketing conversion strategies. 
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MEDIA PLANNING + BUYING
We believe the old model for buying media doesn’t work anymore, so we

follow a research-based process and understand how each media channel
communicates to different target audiences, and how it informs the
consumer conversion funnel so that more 1:1 marketing can occur at the
bottom of the funnel, but then evolve to continue into post-purchase stages
of engagement (diagram at right).

We pride ourselves on being strong negotiators, and we use our deep
understanding of media and working relationships with our vendors to
increase the value of all of our media campaigns. Our media team works

tirelessly to negotiate the best value for our clients so that through multiple

rounds of negotiations, our team is able to have a plan that maximizes value,
reach and, of course, budget. 

We always seek to achieve a 4:1 (25%) added value goal as a minimum. 

We also understand that negotiated value does not just pertain to price — a
low cost placement will not work if it is not the right placement. While price
negotiation is certainly important, we don’t just take bonus impressions to
show a value on a chart. 
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MEDIA PLANNING + BUYING
The following identifies our media buying, implementation and placement procedure. This process has been developed and refined
through dozens of media clients over the years, and our track record speaks to our ability to deliver effective plans that over deliver and
allow our clients to reach and exceed their goals. This process has been used with many clients with $200,000+ media budgets
across all media channels - traditional and digital.

Media Strategy and Research
We will hold an onboarding meeting to determine overall objectives and goals for each department with paid media spending. We

conduct independent research using third-party research tools to gain further insights into target demographics and psychographics,
review historic data from Google Analytics and previous paid campaigns, and may request CRM lists to run modeling on for future
targeting and lookalike building. The final deliverable from the initial stage is a media brief in which we summarize our
recommendations for budget breakdown, KPIs, key markets and key target audiences.

Media Planning
Upon approval of the media brief, we consider all budgets, markets, target audience insights and timing to develop our media

approach, which identifies the channels we feel can accomplish the objectives the most effectively. From there, we bid out pricing to
media vendors, negotiate rates and select vendors and placements to gain the most efficient spend while driving the most success and
garnering added value. We will present a media plan, which includes rationale for each media channel placed, rationale for channels
that we considered but did not include and a flowchart demonstrating timing. If historical data permits, we can also include
projected/assumed results.

Media Placement
Upon approval of the media plan, our team secures all media through our planning and buying software, including Strata and Adazzle,
to maintain integrity and organization. 

Trafficking and Campaign Set Up 
Whether or not we create the creative assets, we typically handle trafficking of all media to confirm delivery and troubleshoot any issues
that may arise. In the trafficking process, we create UTM tracking codes for all digital ads, confirm all landing page destinations and test
the ads. For paid social media, we set up all advertising assets and targeting parameters within the Business Manager platform. For paid
search, we develop a detailed campaign set up document outlining each Ad Group, ad headlines and copy, develop sitelink and callout
extensions, and identify keywords we will target. Upon approval, this document is set up in Google AdWords for the campaign to run. 27
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MEDIA PLANNING + BUYING
Campaign Management and Optimization 
For digital media, we are continually looking for opportunities for optimization. We monitor ads daily and make small adjustments to
targeting and strategy to influence the performance, and provide larger recommendations monthly. For digital / programmatic display,
we will typically recommend A/B tests if time permits in the buy. We will monitor what creative is performing well, and continue to set
up challenger ads and campaigns to ensure the advertising is compelling and driving results amongst our desired audiences. For
broadcast, we conduct in-flight posting of television campaigns, and rotational analysis of radio schedules. We monitor market changes
and continue to evaluate media opportunities across all mediums and tactics.

Reporting 
Our team typically prepares analytics monthly, but we can provide at any cadence. We typically review the campaign performance and
have concrete recommendations on whether we need to make any adjustments to the campaign. The analytics pull in data from the
Datorama dashboard, which can provide metrics in real time; the monthly analytics reports presents some human thinking, rationale
and recommendations to provide context to the data.

Billing and Reconciliation 
We manage all third-party media invoices and reconcile them on a monthly basis against the spend placed through Strata. This
auditing process is incredibly thorough and ensures that all media dollars are accounted for in every month. Reconciliation also helps us
optimize more effectively as we may notice trends in DSP bidding or overall market updates that need adjustment.
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MEDIA PLANNING + BUYING

JetBlue, digital advertising co-op targeting consumers according to the profiling segmentation study 
Delta Airlines, print advertising to support new daily service from LaGuardia to Bermuda, with integrated social media support
West Jet in Canada, promoting West Jet Vacations in Bermuda

Allegiant, British Airways, US Air and United co-op programs

Maine Office of Tourism, pursued and established a co-op partnership with two key entities that we identified as being critical to
the success of a new app we were developing to promote Maine lobster as a key culinary attraction
Tourism Santa Fe, forged co-op partnerships with Los Alamos and Taos to participate in and support an effort to promote new air
service to Santa Fe Regional Airport
Bermuda Tourism, developed a co-op partnership with the sport fishing and dive organizations on the Island to share media costs

Tourism Santa Fe, managed the sponsorship agreement for a Samantha Brown travel program presenting Santa Fe through her
popular travel series on PBS and cable TV.
Rhode Island International Airport (TF Green), facilitated a sponsorship package with the NFL’s New England Patriots 
Bermuda Tourism, arranged a sponsorship package with the MLB's Boston Red Sox to include messaging in VIP suites at Fenway

Park

CO-OP & SPONSORSHIP EXPERIENCE
We have very deep and broad experience with co-op advertising in many forms. Here are a few examples:

Airline Co-ops:  
Managed and executed numerous airline co-op campaigns during the years that we served the Bermuda Department of Tourism:

Partner Co-ops:  
Evaluating partners that offer unique ways to amplify and extend our clients’ brand messages to new and/or larger audiences.

Sponsorships:
Negotiating and arranging sponsorship agreements on behalf of our clients, including:
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PROPOSAL REQUIREMENTS RESPONSE

E.1 QUALIFICATIONS 
AND EXPERIENCE

2. Include experience in developing marketing plans of similar scope, complexity,
and technological requirements. 
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CONSUMER RESEARCH
Before we get to work on strategies for our tourism clients, we begin with

consumer research. 

We believe in “actionable” research as a foundation. Well-orchestrated research

serves as the foundation for hard-working sustainable brand and campaign

strategy and ultimately leads to creative and media plans that resonate with your

intended audiences. Strong research that we can actually use (“actionable”) builds

marketing intelligence and insights to not only define your audiences, but focus

the campaign on the most compelling messages and images, to connect with

your audiences in a meaningful way and ultimately, to achieve your marketing

goals. 

Further, research is instrumental in building internal consensus among

stakeholders. It helps align your internal audiences so they support the brand

direction and messages. We have seen instances where research energized

leaders and stakeholders to put more resources behind brand initiatives. 

We will leverage your existing 1st party research and combine that with our

research and access to 3rd party tools (some of which are highlighted on this

page). We strongly believe in distilling as much research as possible in

developing, implementing and sustaining a brand or campaign. We will work
with you to define what research you currently have, how to best utilize it
and what other research needs to be conducted to achieve your brand
goals. 

Through the process, we will work with you to develop a strategic Discovery

process that simultaneously creates the marketing intelligence you need while

building internal consensus.
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BRAND DEVELOPMENT
The structure of our strategic model is rooted in research and data that is

unearthed during the Discovery and Research phase of our work with DAH. Upon

conducting our research, we focus on the analysis of the data uncovered in three

key categories of focus: Audience, Brand and Competition. 

Typically, Audience data is gleaned from qualitative and quantitative research in

the form of one-on-one interviews, focus groups and surveys with key

stakeholders and target audience groups. 

Brand data is often collected from the discovery and review of existing client

research and additional third-party research, as well as information related to the

brand that is surfaced through the qualitative research. 

Finally, Competition data is gathered during the competitive landscape and

assessment phase of our Discovery and Research.

Upon the collection of data in each of these three key areas of focus, we
perform deep analysis and develop a key insight for the Audience, the
Brand and the Competition.

When these three key insights in each of the categories are combined, it leads us

to an overarching core strategic insight. This insight informs the development of

the strategic brand platform, which is comprised of the brand promise, brand

pillars and corresponding reasons to believe (RTB’s).

Once the brand platform is developed, the combination of all key information

and data points, analysis, insights, core strategic insight inform the development

of the brand platform creative brief which then acts as the guidepost from which

creative concepts are brought to life across all media channels.
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CREATIVE SERVICES + PRODUCTION
In order to develop the most effective creative and campaigns, our agency offers a robust and holistic process that ties research and

discovery into a collaborative, strategic and creative approach built on years of experience. This involves a number of key steps,

processes and tools. Our creative process can be summarized into the following key steps:

Turn the “Actionable Research” Into Creative Strategy
Working from research and creating strategy is the core foundation of how we work. We base our strategic insights on research and

discovery, which ultimately serve as the basis for all creative that gets developed. This approach ensures our strategic plans blend

seamlessly into creative and media efforts that will connect with your audiences in a meaningful way and achieve the goals you have

set forth in the most effective way.

Align on the Creative Brief
Approved creative briefs are critically important to our creative teams in order for them to develop the most effective creative and

campaigns. We present our creative briefs for approval before any work begins on a creative assignment. This ensures there is

agreement on the overall approach to the creative being developed.

Integrate with Media
As we build creative elements and campaigns for your core audiences, it’s vital to stay in front of the latest innovations in media and

technology because reaching these targets is becoming increasingly more complex. We ensure our creative teams are completely

aware and educated on the latest innovations in media and technology so that when they develop creative concepts, they have context

on how their campaigns could come to life. This is why we host media vendors from digital, mobile, out-of-home and many others on a

continual basis.

Develop “Ownable” Creative
Brand and creative development is about storytelling. Rooted in research and strategy, our approach for building successful creative

and campaigns is that we need to present your brand in a way that it is unique, authentic, and “ownable” by you. We don’t believe in

cookie-cutter creative and don’t believe that resonates with today’s consumers.

Develop Multiple Concepts & Test
Just because we like a particular concept or campaign doesn’t mean it’s right. We believe there are multiple ways to tell a story, which is

why we develop multiple campaign concepts for consideration. Where possible, we test these concepts with the target audiences to

ensure we have hit the mark, or need to adjust our creative approach so that it will resonate more effectively.
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Local and national radio spots 

Multimillion-dollar national TV broadcasts 

Low-budget regional TV spots

Animated spots 

Long-form and short-form customer/audience testimonials for social and web use

Digital shorts for social and web use 

Live action digital video for websites 

Green screen video content meshed with 3D environment 

Digital content for rich media units 

Concepting

Storyboarding 

Script development/interviewing

Location requirements and selection  

Casting requirement and selection (including VO)

Wardrobe requirements and selection

Directing 

Recording

Videography (including DP and sound services) 

Photography 

Post production 

As a full-service agency and an Agency of Record for numerous clients, we bring a breadth of services to the table for our clients in order

to fulfill all the needs of a fully-executed, integrated campaign. Our highly organized account service professionals and experienced

team of creatives work together to produce various video and broadcast executions including: 

Furthermore, our creative team includes an in-house videographer, editor and creative director with more than 20 years of experience

in the broadcast world, who can all provide the following services: 

CREATIVE SERVICES + PRODUCTION
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Production companies

Animation studios 

Casting agencies 

Freelancers — DPs, videographers, gaffers, PAs, etc. 

Hair and makeup 

Print companies 

On larger projects that require additional partnerships, our team offers a vast network of best-in-business companies and professionals,

as well as experience working with local vendors, all managed by our account team, to ensure that we are delivering the highest-quality

and best-value deliverables. Our experience with sourcing additional services include vendors and contractors such as: 

When sourcing vendors and contractors, we alway vet through a minimum of three proposed quotes in order to ensure that our

partner’s services align with your project goals and that we are getting the best value possible.

We are also adept at maintaining and utilizing Rights Management Programs for our clients for all photography, video, music and

talent.

In addition to our extensive broadcast production experience, our agency has complete in-house capabilities for the development and

production of advertising materials for digital, OOH, print, collateral, direct mail and more.

We adhere to a strict process, providing high-quality control in all aspects of production, ensuring files are preflighted and routed for

appropriate reviews and approvals before being trafficked to vendors or clients. We also hold our vendors accountable and value their

role in the process, ensuring all files that we send, whether it be broadcast, digital, OOH or print, align with specifications. 

CREATIVE SERVICES + PRODUCTION
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Planning and development of themed campaigns with budget parameters (including paid)

Monthly/quarterly content plans that also support larger creative themes and engage influencers throughout the year

Boosting strategies for all social media platforms

Daily monitoring of all social media platforms

Monitoring of popular hashtags where conversations should be started and continued

Keyword monitoring and engagement (particularly during crisis events)

We are advocates of fully integrated campaigns that don’t silo marketing strategies. We work within the PESO model, integrating Paid,

Earned, Shared and Owned strategies to meet our clients’ goals and objectives. 

This means the content we create for your social media platforms will be pulled from content also used in media pitching, influencer

campaigns and paid media. On a monthly/weekly/daily basis we will be working to execute specific content marketing and media

outreach strategies that align to your goals and key audiences.

This will include:

PUBLIC RELATIONS+
CONTENT MARKETING
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PITCHING AND IMPLEMENTATION
We have a talented media relations team that pitches regional and national publications on a daily basis. We put in the research to

know the exact reporter and target audience we need to reach for your organization. We work hard to craft an interesting pitch that not

only benefits our client, but helps the reporter do his or her job.

Our PR team prides itself on our excellent media connections in the South and beyond. We have built these connections over many

years of being a trusted source for media. Here are some things our media contacts can bank on from us:

We’re honest. We shoot straight. If we have to, we go on background and off the record. We want to make sure they know the story,

but that they also understand our client’s position and angle.

We pitch legitimate stories. We do our homework. We know who we’re pitching and what they like to cover. We pitch stories that

matter to their viewership and their readers.

We understand their deadlines. And we don’t mess with those! We understand daily newspapers have to churn copy quickly. We

know morning show TV books months in advance. And we know the weekly business journal or industry trade publication has more

time to go in depth. We know these ins and outs, and we pitch accordingly.

We are a source for them – even when it has nothing to do with our client. That’s the way you build a trusted relationship. We are

often called and asked who we know or how we can help – and it has nothing to do with a story we’re currently pitching. This is what

we want! We want to always serve as a source for our journalist friends, so when the time comes to pitch them something for our

clients, they listen and consider the coverage. 

We’re nice people. This may sound ridiculously simple, but it’s so important. We like to chat. We like to catch up on family news. Many

of our media contacts are friends. We chat with them on Twitter or meet for happy hour or catch up when we run into each other at the

grocery store.
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PITCHING AND IMPLEMENTATION
Our pitching strategy is determined by YOUR goals and objectives. For us, it’s all about rooting our integrated marketing strategy in the

power of public relations and two-way communications. In today’s world where two-way communications is all around us and
expected at every level, we have positioned our agency to be the leader in integrating tried-and-true PR with content
marketing. 

PR has always been about connecting the right story to the right person through the right medium. Content marketing gives those

earned stories legs through paid planning, cross promotion and multiple channels. Both PR and content marketing share a common

goal: to create action through relevant and compelling stories. By integrating the two strategies, each story and call-to-action reaches

more people and increases the desired outcome.  

Editorial calendars with all story angles pitched against editorial opportunities (will include Added Value from paid media negotiations);

these will be organized by our story angles/threads.

Continual discussion on earned media strategies and results and tie-ins with social and brand ambassadors/influencers

Meeting cadence with different teams (to help flesh out story ideas)

Weekly competition coverage reports

Monthly results reporting

We typically work to flesh out 4-5 key story angles for a client that then positions all of our pitching throughout the year. This doesn’t mean

we don’t pitch other stories outside of these, but these angles are primary story threads that we build content and pitching round. Each of

these angles may have detailed pitches that fall under them, but this helps our team and your team stay focused on the key messages that

drive admissions and the brand in general. As a team, we will create an annual vision for PR strategy, fully integrating our story threads

through all available channels. This will include: 
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WEB + ONLINE MARKETING SOLUTIONS

Digital Strategy

Website Design & Development

Content Marketing

Inbound/Outbound Marketing

User Interface Design/Usability Testing

Content Management Systems

Complex Portal Development

Amazon Cloud Configuration/Web Hosting

Technology and innovation leveraged with creativity is integrated into the entire ecosystem of our partner. To ensure seamless

integration between creative, media and strategy teams, we have all the in-house technical expertise to accomplish advanced digital

experiences. Our team understands how the technical and digital marketing needs of today’s consumers must be addressed. We

understand how to build technologically advanced digital solutions that offer best-in-class usability, design and security, and we have

partnered with a variety of tourism clients on a number of solutions.

Digital capabilities include:
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WEB + ONLINE MARKETING SOLUTIONS
We have been a leading innovator with CMS, CRM and Digital Marketing solutions across a variety of platforms, developing

innovative,“first of its kind” solutions that are regarded as some of the best in the industry. 

Ultimately, the best web experiences must be mobile first and take into consideration the rapid changes in what consumers expect

today. This is built on personalization and lead nurturing. We recently completed the second phase of a very complex project for a

tourism client that is using advanced personalization features to deliver a streamlined content experience to their prospective visitors.

We call this the “Experience Engine,” and it was featured in a national tourism publication as the future of tourism web experiences.

In-House Engineering
Our in-house engineering team in our Prague office is a unique value we provide to our clients as most agencies don’t maintain this

capability and need to outsource these services. With the ability to fully develop digital products, including full website development

and design, across any technology platform, our team makes digital and technology development much more efficient for our clients.

And since this team is located in Prague, when we go to sleep in North America, they are getting up to continue working, which

provides for a very effective, 24/7 work stream.

Hosting
As a certified Amazon Web Services provider, we host websites for many of our clients including tourism destinations, government,

municipalities, airports, higher education institutions and many others. With very robust security protocols in place, we have moved all

of our hosting clients to Amazon Web Services. This has been proven to stretch our client’s hosting budgets, as it allows us to scale up

service with spikes in traffic to meet demands for increased growth only when the website traffic requires it. 
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WEB + ONLINE MARKETING SOLUTIONS
To meet your website objectives, you need an agency with experience and a process for executing these types of projects. Our team

follows a proven, iterative process to achieve your goals, combining both agile and waterfall methodologies. This allows us to manage

project scope and schedule, while continuously ensuring website quality and adherence to the approved project budget. 

Kickoff Meeting

Stakeholder

Interviews

Site Needs Audit

Compile CMS

candidates list

Document

Requirements -

Site-wide Utilities,

Configurations &

Core Elements             

Technology

Assessment

Analytics Review

(All Sites)

Discussion of Brand

Integration

Persona Definition

Journey Mapping

SEO Analysis of

each site

DISCOVERY
CMS Review and

Selection

Information

Architecture 

Site Map 

Navigation Structure

Wireframes/Annotated

Wireframes

Webforms

Programming/Functio

nal Specification

Site wide Utilities

Configurations 

Core Elements

Custom Pages and

Templates

Content Strategy

Development

Content Inventory

Identify Content Types

Content Migration Plan

API Third Party

Integration Strategy

SEO Execution Plan

ARCHITECTURE
Development of

Creative Brief

Style Tiles

Present Design

Concept

Revisions to Final

Concept

Final Approved

Design Concept

Design of

Secondary/Tertiary

Templates

Web Style Guide

(Based on

Approved Design)

2 Rounds of

Revisions for All

Deliverables

DESIGN
CMS Installation &

Configuration

CSS/HTML Template

Production

Forms

Programming

Workflow

Programming

Content Migration

Content Proofing

API Third-Party

Systems Integration

Client User Testing

Alpha Release

Testing/QA

Load Testing

Vulnerability Testing

Unit Testing

508/WCAG

Compliance Testing

GDPR Compliance

Beta Release

BUILD + TEST
Production QA

CMS Training

Documentation

Maintenance &

Support Discussion

DNS Cutover

LAUNCH
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TECHNICAL PROPOSAL/INFORMATION FOR EVALUATION

E.1 QUALIFICATIONS 
AND EXPERIENCE

3. Include experience with public governmental entities. 
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PUBLIC GOVERNMENTAL
ENTITIES EXPERIENCE

 
Our team has a plethora of experience working with public government entities. We have engaged with numerous government

agencies on all levels, from local to regional and national to international. We have worked on full-service campaigns that include

branding, advertising, public relations, digital marketing and website development.

This experience is invaluable to our clients because not only are we very familiar with policies and procedures, laws and processes, but

we understand how to work with highly-regulated, complex organizations with myriad stakeholder and constituent groups. In addition

to our extensive tourism experience, a sampling of some of our combined public government clients over the years include:

City of Little Rock/Little Rock Police Department

Massachusetts Office of Travel & Tourism

Massachusetts Lottery

Massachusetts Department of Agricultural Resources

Massachusetts Board of Higher Education

Massachusetts Department of Public Health

Massachusetts Port Authority

Massachusetts School Building Authority

Mass.gov Office

Greater Boston Convention & Visitors Bureau

City of Cambridge, MA

Connecticut Lottery

Vermont Lottery

Maine Lottery

Maine Office of Tourism

Maine Turnpike

Maine DOT

Maine Bureau of Highway Safety

City of Philadelphia

City of Rochester, MN

City of Atlanta, GA

Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta Airport

Metropolitan Nashville International Airport

Town of Danville, CA

Bangor International Airport

San Francisco International Airport

Oakland Housing Authority

DeKalb County Board of Health

Bermuda Department of Tourism

Cayman Islands Department of Tourism

Germany Office of Tourism
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E.1 QUALIFICATIONS 
AND EXPERIENCE

4. Include experience with public information/education/awareness-oriented
campaigns and social media methods. 

 

TECHNICAL PROPOSAL/INFORMATION FOR EVALUATION
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PUBLIC INFORMATION/
EDUCATION/AWARENESS

The team has more than a decade of experience planning, developing and executing campaigns to inform, educate and motivate

people to change behaviors.

As one of the leading public relations agencies in the state (and winner of many national and statewide awards for public awareness

campaigns), we have a wealth of experience in using PR, content marketing and social media to change consumer behaviors. We have

executed campaigns to encourage people to do everything from visit a state treasure to purchase a new chicken sandwich to take a

pledge to monitor their heart rate - and much more.

Below are just some of the public awareness/education campaigns we have created and executed:
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PUBLIC INFORMATION/
EDUCATION/AWARENESS

CHI St. Vincent
We created a campaign just for women called “Heart of the Home” that encouraged

them to take care of their own heart (and set an appointment for a wellness visit) so that

they could take care of their families. This resulted in a significant increase in social media

engagement and website visits to the Heart Clinic page, and, most importantly, new patient

calls to the clinic.

Pulaski County Regional Recycling and Waste Reduction District
Our team launched a successful new e-waste program for Regional Recycling, ensuring

tons of e-waste was recycled from the county vs. dumped in the landfill. Our integrated

marketing-communications campaign created a 30% increase in business e-waste pickups.

Much of the increase came from a new landing page created that was promoted via PR,

social media and digital marketing strategies.

North Little Rock School District 
We helped communicate a $265.6 million rebuilding of the North Little Rock School

District from 21 campuses to 13 campuses. We were tasked with engaging key stakeholders

and reminding the community of the benefits of the millage, help them navigate

construction chaos and better understand changes within the district. During this time,

successful community forums were held, and new students joined the district even during

massive construction. 
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PUBLIC INFORMATION/
EDUCATION/AWARENESS

Massachusetts Tobacco Control
With our Massachusetts Tobacco Control campaigns, we communicated the health risks of
smoking and encouraged people to seek help with cessation. We crafted communications to

prevent younger people from starting tobacco use. And we created innovative ways to spread

the word about the dangers of secondhand smoke.

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
We encouraged African American women to “Take Charge, Take The Test” through our HIV

campaign. In our pilot program in Cleveland, we generated more than 109 million media

impressions and distributed 30,000 collateral pieces to more than 200 community partners.

More than 9,600 women came to the CDC HIV testing events. 

State Lotteries
We have deep experience in Problem Gambling communications from our work with CT

Lottery, the Maine Lottery, the Vermont Lottery and the Tri-State Lotto Commission. From

television spots to OTT, to radio, streaming radio, digital and collateral, we have conducted

public information communications to encourage those afflicted with problem gambling to

seek help.
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E.1 QUALIFICATIONS 
AND EXPERIENCE

5. Include experience with campaigns marketed toward minority audiences. 
 

TECHNICAL PROPOSAL/INFORMATION FOR EVALUATION
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MULTICULTURAL MARKETING
 

The team is well versed in multicultural marketing for a variety of audiences,

including African American, Hispanic, Chinese and Portuguese. We have also

developed special target market communications for a variety of demographics,

from affluent to low-income and Boomer to GenZ.

Little Rock Police Department
A recent campaign we concepted and executed for the Little Rock Police

Department won a national Public Relations Society of America Silver Anvil, the

highest award given in the PR field. This campaign focused on the recruitment of

minority and women police officers and was one of the most successful recruiting

campaigns the LRPD has had in recent years.

Our integrated marketing campaign – which used digital advertising, social media

and earned media outreach to lead officer candidates to a new recruitment-focused

microsite – resulted in a 70% increase in LRPD officer applicants, with 760

applications submitted in the two months immediately after the initial news

conference (50 of those came in the day after the event!). 

During the campaign, 141 new hires joined the force, 146% of the original goal of 76.

Recruitment of women and minorities was at an all-time high for the LRPD,

with the two recruiting classes that followed the campaign launch comprising 63%

and 100%, respectfully, of women and minority recruits.
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MULTICULTURAL MARKETING
 

Other campaign examples include: 

Norfolk State University
Our team was selected by Norfolk State University to help re-establish a positive image after

challenges with accreditation and financial issues. A key part of the brand work that we

developed included the promotion of positive, encouraging messages for opportunities for

African American students. 

NSU is an economic engine for the Tidewater Region in Virginia that provides access to a

quality education to students seeking to create a better future for themselves. Through our

work, we established a connection between the University and the young African American

students who believe in themselves and just need a chance to show what they are capable of

achieving. In the initial year of our campaign, applications increased 250%, and have

continued to grow each year since.

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
Our team worked with the CDC in its landmark HIV Testing initiative. Despite representing 13%

of the U.S. population, 50% of HIV infections are found in African Americans. Research showed

that fewer black men and women were getting tested for HIV regularly and many were

unaware of the alarming HIV trends in their population group. 

Through further research, it was determined that African American women ages 18-34 would be

the focus of the campaign. The campaign, with its “look out for yourself” theme was launched as

the “Take Charge, Take The Test” initiative. The campaign increased calls to the HIV Testing
Hotline by 308%, and HIV testing increased 38.4%.
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MULTICULTURAL MARKETING
 

CHI St. Vincent

McDonald’s 

Catholic High School for Boys

Massachusetts Department of Public Health

Comcast International Media Distribution

HBO Latin America

Univision

ESPN Deportes

Fox Deportes

Center for Disease Control (CDC)

Verizon Wireless

Norfolk State University

University of Baltimore

William Paterson University

Other multicultural audience work includes:
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E.1 QUALIFICATIONS 
AND EXPERIENCE

B. Explain your firm’s marketing philosophy and how that philosophy is clearly
demonstrated through your handling of accounts.

 

TECHNICAL PROPOSAL/INFORMATION FOR EVALUATION
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OUR DIFFERENCE
We are different than other agencies in that we believe in an integrated approach that completely (and strategically) ties media relations

to other key marketing strategies, such as paid advertising, content marketing, social media, influencer marketing and owned media,

such as e-marketing and website. We don’t silo media relations where the only focus is coverage. We think strategically and execute
specifically to ensure that our media outreach fits a broader content marketing strategy and that the coverage from media

includes linkbacks that will help improve our SEO status on Google and other search engines.

We also work differently than typical agencies in that we are a boutique firm that works closely together as a team over several

disciplines. This is important because it ensures your marketing efforts are integrated and working as one strategy to generate brand

awareness, create leads and drive visits. We also ensure our clients have the best of our brain power, so you can rest assured your work

will be handled by experienced team members who can get results.

It’s no secret that we are a boutique agency. We believe size is what you make it, and we base that belief on our results. We have

found that through key strategic partnerships, we’re able to provide our clients with exactly what they need, while keeping fees cost

effective. That means bringing in the right teams and people to make things happen for our clients – whether that means partnering

with a leading branding firm for a client, bringing together a network of award-winning agencies to serve as strategic counsel on crisis

issues or partnering with a leading full-service agency to bring best-in-class strategy.
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WHY US
We are a Little Rock-based agency focused on creating thought leadership, brand awareness and lead generation. We are all about
helping our clients connect in today’s fast-paced world.

We ask a lot of questions so that we can understand the full picture. We listen intently to our colleagues, our clients and those who

inspire us. We take a whole lot of notes to ensure we capture the details. And all that helps us be our best in life, work and the pursuit of

happiness!

Our agency was founded in 2007 and has since grown from a solo practitioner to a full-service firm headquartered in the South. We

currently serve a wide range of clients, including some of the country’s best-known brands. Our clients span all industries, including

hospitality, tourism, education, retail, manufacturing, fast food, healthcare, professional service firms and more.  

We believe our foundation in public relations is a particular capability that is very appealing to our clients in a world where one ill-

crafted tweet or one negative interaction with a customer can change a reputation and long-standing relationships overnight. Public

relations can no longer stand alone, apart from other disciplines like marketing and advertising. And with many of the social and

content strategy responsibilities falling to PR teams, it’s even more important to completely integrate these functions with the larger

marketing strategy.

We are proud members of PRGN, The World's Local Agency, where we represent the Southern United States in this global network of

PR agencies. With revenues of more than $101 million (U.S.), PRGN is one of the world’s largest international public relations networks.

PRGN harnesses the resources of 50 independent public relations firms and more than 1,000 communications professionals to connect

international companies and organizations with individual and culturally diverse markets globally.

Our PRGN network is vital to brands such as DAH in that we can bring in the power of strategic marketers to ensure we are looking at

best practices for you. Our PRGN colleagues have worked on hundreds - if not thousands - of tourism/destination marketing
campaigns over their many years in the industry. 
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OUR PARTNER
As part of our submission, we are pleased to present our long-term sub-contracting partner. They are nationally recognized as one of the

top tourism/destination marketing consultancies in the country. Having worked with a number of entities, They have a unique

perspective and experience on projects ranging from market research, marketing plan development, brand strategy, campaign

development, media planning and buying, web development and implementation across all forms of traditional, digital and emerging

media.
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We couldn't do great work for our clients without being driven by a set of core values that guide us in everything we do. These

include:

We are passionate about doing great work that moves

the needle for our clients. We are dedicated to successful

outcomes, and focus on details and creativity to get there.

Zealous Pursuit of Exceptional Results

We are a team that respects, trusts and cares for each

other and our clients. We work together for the greater

good of our agency, our clients and our community.

Team-based Approach to Service
We put our clients first by striving to be resourceful at

every level - bringing them new networks, partners, big

ideas and exceptional customer service.

Champions for Our Clients

We pride ourselves on being lifelong learners and

problem solvers. We immerse ourselves in our clients’

businesses so that we can best share their stories with

others.

Fiercely Curious

We know that building relationships (for us or our clients)

takes integrity, transparency and collaboration.

Builders of Honest and Engaging 
Relationships

Because why be there if it's not fun?

Fun. We Have It.

OUR CORE VALUES
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ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT

57

Working as an extension of our client’s staff, our work methodology outlines the diligence placed on the process of account and

project management in order to work most effectively for clients. From the project kickoff meeting used to review assets, establish

creative direction and define goals, through the development of the marketing-communications strategy and creative elements,

implementation then evaluation, every project includes a monitoring process. 

In general, our agency works with a team approach for all our clients. There is never an instance when just one person on our team

knows information about a client, a campaign or a plan. Typically, numerous people know the ins and outs of an account, and for DAH

that would include a mix of strategists, creatives, content producers and project managers. 

Below are several tools and strategies we use to ensure our clients can always reach us, ask a question, discuss a challenge or bounce

ideas off us. We are literally just a Zoom, Slack message or text away!

Team Members Who Put Customer Service First: Most important is that our entire agency mission is focused on customer service

and attention to detail. As an agency built on a foundation of PR, we have a team of people who truly understand what it means to

multi-task and care about the details.

A Connected Agency: We are admittedly technology geeks. We check our email out of necessity, but wish that everyone we

communicated with would join us on Slack! It is where communications among our team strives, and is where we communicate

regularly with clients who we have persuaded to join our Slack channel. Slack has truly changed the way we communicate internally

and is beginning to change our client communications, for the better. 

Our clients can always get to us, find a file they need or send a quick picture or graphic of something they’re thinking about.

Ultimately, though, we are ready to embrace whatever communications channels work best for our clients, whether that’s email, a

phone call, texting, Zoom chats, messaging through Slack or Basecamp, etc. Our clients have our personal cell phone numbers, and,

knowing that all important things in life don’t necessarily happen between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m., we make ourselves available whenever

needed. In addition to handiness, we find that embracing new communications software has led to a more open structure and greater

transparency within our agency, easing the handoff of work from one team member to the next, which allows for flexibility and frees

up schedules for last-minute travel and/or client requests.
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RESULTS FOCUSED
LASER FOCUS ON RESULTS
Results for our clients are paramount. We work with our clients at the beginning of the process to define success measurements. What

are the overall goals that the campaign will be measured against? Is there a baseline starting point, and what are realistic expectations

of the campaign or marketing program? We work with our clients to get those answers, and those goals are the basis of our strategy. 
 
We believe in openness and accountability, and we are proud of the results and the return on investment we have achieved
on behalf of our clients. As part of our transparency to performance, we provide our clients with dashboards to monitor their

marketing efforts. This includes key metrics and analytics to include website analytics, SEO, SEM, social media, earned media, media

partnerships and more. We utilize our dashboard not just to report on activities, but also to make strategic recommendations in order

to optimize performance.
 
Each month we provide summary reports to you with actionable information that we use to optimize performance, maximize media

dollars and ensure that all the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) agreed to in the original plan are being met and achieved.
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USE OF SUBCONTRACTORS

59

Like any successful relationship, communication is key. As your primary strategic communication partner, we will streamline all

communication with any and all subcontractors internally, designating a singular point of contact for your team. Additionally, we will

lead subcontractors based on the goals and objectives identified by DAH in developing integrated marketing-communications. One

mark of a spectacular marketing campaign is its cohesiveness across all platforms. As your brand stewards, we will spearhead and

maintain all brand standards, messaging and identity to ensure that any public-facing strategy is consistent with DAH’s brand.

Our subcontractors will be treated as part of our team, and we will expect them to be just as knowledgeable about your business as

we are. We will collaborate with them routinely and ask for their input and creative visions. What you will experience is a seamless
DAH account team that is bringing the best and the brightest to the table to ensure more people experience a fabulous
Arkansas visit.

As two agencies that came together to serve travel and tourism clients, we value the concept of the “agency of the future.” We want

to bring the best people to the table to solve our clients’ challenges. Sometimes those people don’t work for us, and we think that’s OK.

There are some agencies - specifically in the digital industry - that are extremely niche in their services. That’s something we want to

capitalize on and use to the benefit of our clients.

Today’s environment calls for a truly omni-channel presence for brands, so why should an advertiser limit their infinite potential to the

finite capabilities of a single agency? We need the best at what they do to help us create a omni-channel strategy that will
provide a seamless experience, regardless of channel or device. With consumers engaging with brands in a physical store, online

or through a mobile app or through social media, these channels must work together. And we like to provide our clients with the best

in the business to pull it all together into one results-driven strategy.

That being said, we understand - and agree - that talking to numerous contacts and agencies is unproductive and frustrating. We’ll

bring subcontractors and partners to the table, but it won’t affect your communications from us. We will be your agency. We’ll be your

integrated marketing strategic lead. Most importantly, we’ll be your partner in preserving, promoting and protecting Arkansas's natural

and cultural history and heritage among our many stakeholders.
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E.2 ARKANSAS MARKETS
A. Describe previous and current advertising and marketing accounts

implemented and managed by your firm that demonstrate your firm’s successes in
marketing to Arkansas’s unique market.

 

TECHNICAL PROPOSAL/INFORMATION FOR EVALUATION
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ARKANSAS ROOTS
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Our team has executed effective marketing campaigns that have consistently increased visitor numbers in areas across the country.

And we have done that by being innovative in our thinking and ensuring our campaigns are consistently integrated, telling a narrative

that consumers want to be a part of. 

As Arkansas natives, we would be honored to tell the story of our beloved state. We have the insights, skills and passion to

market our state’s truly unique assets to a global marketplace. We believe we bring a unique combination of native know-how (and

extreme love for our home state) with the travel and tourism experience to take DAH’s marketing to a new, exciting level through data

and insights to reach the right people with content that weaves stories only Arkansas can tell.
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ARKANSAS ROOTS
Arkansas is our home, and we see the state through the lens of both a tourist and traveler. From world-class art offerings to museums

such as the Delta Cultural Center that capture the story of our land, Arkansas has it all. We are honored to have been a part of sharing

the story for many beloved Arkansas brands. These include:

Northwest Arkansas Oz Trails
Our team promoted the launch of Northwest Arkansas’ newest mountain biking trails, Oz Trails, at the IMBA World Summit held in

Bentonville. We used national influencers to highlight videos showcasing the trails, garnering coverage in national magazines and key

mountain biking outlets, such as Pinkbike.com, Outside Online, Vital MTB, Bike Magazine and Singletracks.

Hot Springs Village
Our team was instrumental in communicating Hot Springs Village’s expansion plans to its residents, visitors and city and state

supporters. The goal was to communicate the details in a more strategic way, allowing audiences to better connect with the growth

plans and get excited for the booming future of Hot Springs Village, one of the country’s leading retirement areas.

Bill and Hillary Clinton National Airport
Our team was honored to be tasked with helping communicate the renaming of the Little Rock Airport to the Bill and Hillary Clinton

National Airport. During this time, our agency helped the airport announce a $67 million renovation project to begin construction on a

new ticketing lobby, in-line baggage system and more. We also oversaw local and national media relations for a major dedication

ceremony featuring the Clintons.

 

Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art
Over the years, our media relations team has provided intensive and interactive media training workshops to the leadership and

curatorial staff at Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art, the centerpiece of the emerging art and culture scene in Northwest

Arkansas. Curators were taught media best practices and specific techniques designed to improve communication with national print,

broadcast and digital reporters. 
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ARKANSAS ROOTS
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Ozark Society

Batesville Chamber of Commerce

Arkansas Symphony Orchestra

Ropeswing Hospitality Group (Pressroom,

Preacher’s Son, Blake Street, etc.)

8th Street Market, Bentonville

Yarnell’s Ice Cream

Additional marketing-communications work

that showcases our experience in reaching

Arkansas’ unique market includes:
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E.2 ARKANSAS MARKETS
Include experience with campaigns marketed toward Arkansans. 1.

 

TECHNICAL PROPOSAL/INFORMATION FOR EVALUATION
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As stated previously, we have worked on many and various campaigns targeting Arkansans - raising awareness about everything from

tourism spots to healthcare to Big Macs and cultural events.

Here are three examples of successful campaigns marketed toward Arkansans.

ARKANSAS ROOTS
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ASO completed a three-year, $7 million capital campaign, “Orchestrating the

Future: Symphony for Generations Campaign,” in June 2016. The campaign helped

prepare ASO to transform the future of the ASO and ensure its legacy for the next

50 years.

ASO celebrated its 50th anniversary in 2016; a committee was formed in early 2015

to determine how best to celebrate the anniversary and raise awareness of the

organization’s history and future. 

In November 2016, ASO moved back to its permanent performance home at the

newly renovated Robinson Center Music Hall. There was much anticipation for the

new hall and for the reenergized feel it would give to ASO performances. In

addition, the first event that was held in the new ballroom overlooking the

Arkansas River was the nonprofit’s signature event – and one of the largest

charitable events in the state – the Nov. 12 Opus Ball, which had always had its

roots in the Robinson Center Music Hall until recent years. 

The Arkansas Symphony Orchestra is one of the state’s most treasured arts

organizations. It’s the state’s premier professional resident orchestra, serving more than

150,000 audience members annually across the state. The ASO is also a leading

provider of music education in Arkansas, with programs serving more than 25,000

children in Arkansas each year. 

Our team has worked with ASO since 2015, helping them reach their goals of

expanding their audiences to a wider and more diverse attendee. Over the past 6

years, many accomplishments have been celebrated but 2016 was a particularly

pivotal year for ASO with strong opportunities for raising awareness, changing

perceptions and encouraging Arkansans to become new ASO patrons. Three major

events occurred during 2016: 

ARKANSAS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
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Conclude one of ASO’s largest capital campaigns to date during the middle of the 50th anniversary year leading into the opening

of Robinson Center to create buzz and awareness of how ASO was engaging its audiences, donors and communities for future

decades. 

Put together an annual media relations plan that hit all major media outlets in the state to help create momentum leading into

the 2016-2017 season at the new Robinson Center. 

Create a large-scale announcement and event, in conjunction with the Robinson Center’s operator - Little Rock Convention and

Visitors Bureau - that shined much of the opening light on ASO as one of the premier users of the Center and a long-time partner

to LRCVB. 

Highlight ASO’s prominent place in the Robinson Center opening as the first concert performed in the new hall and the first event

in the new ballroom, ASO’s annual Opus Ball, one of the largest charitable galas in the state. 

The “Orchestrating the Future” campaign raised $7.1 million in support of professional music and educational programs for

Arkansans today and tomorrow. That was $100,000 more than the $7 million fundraising goal. 

ASO subscribers increased by 16.3%  (3,629 total subscribers for 2016) from the ‘15-’16 season. 

Concert single ticket sales increased by 18%  (43,672 tickets for 2016) from the ‘15-’16 season. 

The nonprofit’s revenue increased by 29.3%  ($952,435 for 2016, not including the capital campaign) from the ‘15-’16 season. 

The Nov. 30 free concert was completely full  with every seat taken and many rave reviews on social portals and in media

outlets. The event was also live streamed  on AETN and Arkansasonline.com, website for the Arkansas Democrat-Gazette,

garnering so many views that it crashed the site for a brief moment! 

STRATEGIES

RESULTS:
2016 was an absolutely amazing year for ASO. The year was marked by an increase in subscribers, ticket sales, revenue, media coverage

and community awareness : 

ARKANSAS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
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Hot Springs Village, the nation’s largest gated community, is spread

across 26,000 acres in the Ouachita Mountains and offers the

natural beauty of sweeping vistas, lush forests and sparkling lakes.

The community is just 20 minutes from historic Hot Springs and 45

minutes from Little Rock, the state capital. 

Golfing is a huge aspect of the community as Hot Springs Village

boasts 9 golf courses that attract golfers from across the nation. In a

recent economic impact study, HSV was found to provide a $371

million economic benefit to the state of Arkansas. Part of that

impact is definitely due to the golf attractions and one of the Top 3

reasons (in annual resident surveys) that residents choose the

Village. 

Although many residents use the golf courses, it’s imperative to

attract other users to the courses in order to maintain maintenance

and upkeep. All nine golf courses on the property are available for

public use, and with recent closures of some local courses in

Central Arkansas, the opportunity to highlight this amenity was key. 

HOT SPRINGS VILLAGE
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STRATEGIES:
We put together a strategic marketing plan that relied heavily on a series of golf-focused videos used in

digital marketing campaigns featuring resident testimonials and a glimpse into the life of Hot Springs

Village golf-loving residents. The campaign also included new printed materials highlighting the nine

courses that were distributed throughout the state, including at Arkansas Welcome Centers, airports and

more. 

RESULTS:
On average, there are approximately 220,000 golf games annually played across Hot Springs Village’s

nine golf courses. Once our focus on the golf amenities launched (primarily through the video series) we

began to see an increase in tee time inquiries by 10%. Tee time reservations continued to increase

right up until the COVID-19 pandemic began. 

The final result was a professional and stunning 2-minute full-length video and several 15-second

videos that were easy to share and represented the community well with beautiful visuals and engaging

commentary from residents. The videos told the story of living in a golfer’s paradise. 

HOT SPRINGS VILLAGE
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CHI St. Vincent is a regional health system serving Arkansas since 1888 with a history of many

firsts. Headquartered in Little Rock, its network includes four hospitals in four towns, primary

care, specialty clinics, urgent care, home health, rehabilitation and surgery centers across the

state. The system includes more than 4,500 coworkers, 1,000 medical staff, 500 volunteers and

a growing Medical Group with more than 300 providers across almost every medical and

surgical specialty.

To support CHI St. Vincent’s corporate communications, marketing and internal

communications efforts, the client relies on our team for media relations and external

communications to include crisis communications, content marketing and social media

support to drive brand awareness and ensure reputation management.

CHI ST. VINCENT
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STRATEGIES:
To steadily increase brand awareness and perception with all CHI St. Vincent

markets, each year, we develop rolling media pitch opportunities to earn

consistent coverage over time. This includes weekly strategy meetings with the

client for updates, adjustments and identifying both short- and long-term story

opportunities. We also negotiate and manage an advertising/editorial

arrangement with THV-11 called “Wear the Gown” on a 2X monthly basis. These

are added value segments as part of a paid media campaign.

RESULTS:
During the 2019 calendar year, CHI St. Vincent earned approximately 348
media mentions, averaging 45% increase each month of the goal. In addition,

we scheduled and coordinated 24 Wear the Gown segments as part of a
media partnership with THV-11. Media efforts around the grand opening of the

new Arkansas Neuroscience Institute resulted in 40 total stories, including 23

over the months leading up to the grand opening and 17 stories specifically on

the opening itself. Every month in 2019 boasted an overwhelming number of

positive/neutral media stories vs. negative stories, which met our objective and

exceeded the client’s expectations.

2020 resulted in even more media coverage, but, as you can imagine, many of

these were COVID-19 related, and we were in crisis communications mode

most of the year, staying busy with helping our local markets understand how

the health system could help them during this unprecedented pandemic.

CHI ST. VINCENT
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TECHNICAL PROPOSAL/INFORMATION FOR EVALUATION

E.2 ARKANSAS MARKETS
2. Include experience with campaigns marketed toward audiences similar to those

in Arkansas and explain similarities and differences between the audiences. 
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EXPERIENCE SIMILAR TO ARKANSAS
For Shenandoah County Tourism and Economic Development, we market to visitors with similar interests as visitors to Arkansas. Our

target audiences seek to escape to a slower and more purposeful place, where they can enjoy the amazing landscape of the

Shenandoah Valley, but also experience a burgeoning agritourism and culinary scene, explore Civil War Battlefields and Museums,

traverse caves and caverns in the Blue Ridge Mountains, trace their ancestry through a place where almost 1/3 of Americans’ ancestors

passed through and visit a string of nostalgic small towns that hold annual yard sales, community nights and neighborhood gatherings.

 

The way we approached marketing this wide variety of attributes was to focus on the human motivators that drive people to escape – to

get into the mindset of what the visitor is seeking. We encouraged visitors to “Find their way back” to that feeling they missed, to
open spaces, to laughing out loud. At a brand level, this approach draws visitors in, and we can then offer the features of the

destination as reinforcements as to why Shenandoah County is the place for their next visit.

 

Many of the offerings of Shenandoah County align with the DAH brand strengths; the key difference is the target audience. Our core

audience for Shenandoah County comes from Washington D.C., a city known for high stress, bad traffic and a poor work-life balance.

Shenandoah County serves as the antithesis to this life – both a salve and an escape. For Arkansas visitors, we will not be able to draw

such a stark contrast in lifestyle between that of Arkansas and their own. What we will be able to do is connect emotion to the unique

and unforgettable enrichment that DAH delivers - and the potential for multigenerational connections via a glimpse into the past and

families' roots.
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E.2 ARKANSAS MARKETS
B. Describe challenges unique to marketing to audiences in Arkansas and how your

firm plans to overcome those challenges. 
 

TECHNICAL PROPOSAL/INFORMATION FOR EVALUATION
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ARKANSAS CHALLENGES
There are several key challenges we believe are unique to audiences

in Arkansas … but these challenges should be looked at as

opportunities for DAH to connect with their stakeholders and drive

visits and interactions. 

CHALLENGE: MULTICULTURAL MESSAGING
With a large black population and a continually growing Latino

population, DAH has a challenge to ensure they are messaging to

diverse audiences who want and need information in differing ways

that speak directly to them. This not only affects how the message is

given but also the interactions and experiential marketing that

occurs with these diverse consumer groups. 

OPPORTUNITY: 
Our team has a deep bench of experience in multicultural

marketing, and based on work with similar clients, we believe

creating experiential marketing specific for AACM (African American

Consumer Market) and Latino audiences can bring to life Arkansas's

rich heritage in unique ways that speak to these markets. We have

executed campaigns like this for one of the world's largest fast food

brands, and know the power of events and experiences that speak

directly to these audiences. The increase in multigenerational
travel among all consumers, but particularly AACM and Latino,
make for unique opportunities for DAH to engage with these
groups in a truly authentic and powerful way.
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ARKANSAS CHALLENGES
CHALLENGE: ENGAGING YOUNGER GENERATIONS IN HISTORY AND
CULTURE
Much has been discussed about the differences in the generations and the

desires with younger generations, such as Millennials and Gen Z, to have more

authentic experiences. Along with this there is the challenge that studies show

Millennials, particularly, have a lack of some aspects of our country’s history.

OPPORTUNITY: 
Arkansas has a great opportunity to provide interactive experiences that help

younger generations better understand the history and culture of diverse

communities such as African Americans and Native Americans. The

opportunities are truly authentic and highlight Arkansas’s rich history, which

allows for educational travel that includes transformational learning and dealing

with difficult subjects, such as slavery, civil rights and social injustice. 

One idea would be to create educational travel "tracks" or "packages" that
younger social groups or friends can go on together that includes not only

interactive educational tours at DAH locations but also itineraries for food and

fun (restaurant hotspots or real "finds," brewery tours, outdoor activities, etc.)
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ARKANSAS CHALLENGES
CHALLENGE: REACHING AUDIENCES WHERE THEY ARE
It’s no surprise that the media landscape has greatly changed over the years. More of our daily screen consumption is on our

smartphones and social media portals - traditional media is extremely limited in how they can actively reach audiences. This is why our

content and social media strategy is key to DAH’s success. Content marketing is the new king when it comes to creating customer

engagement and loyalty. With the explosion of social media and mobile apps, reaching consumers where they are with valuable and

engaging information is imperative. And for organizations with limited marketing dollars, content marketing can be a much more cost-

effective way to reach audiences with more targeted efforts.

OPPORTUNITY: 
Content marketing isn’t just about posting a marketing message on your Facebook page. With a targeted strategy, you can combine

your earned media (coverage by media and others), paid media (your traditional and digital advertising) and owned media (your social

and website portals) to move more people to action.  Many people (and marketers) are talking about content marketing, but we believe

there is a formula to how you create a content strategy that actually drives customer action. The key is integrating ALL efforts that

involve content: that means looking at your overall strategy as thought leadership and getting the most out of each piece of content.

We believe a strong strategy for DAH is to identify “Content Ambassadors” (influencers) who help find and share interesting stories about

Arkansas’s heritage and culture. We would partner with these “Content Ambassadors” to bring to life the Department of
Heritage for social media followers, creating engaging content that drives people to action. We’ll also work to make this program

enticing to influencers so that they are vying to be a Content Ambassador and it becomes something to strive for among key

influencers.
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E.3 PERFORMANCE AND RISKS
A. Describe your firm’s marketing successes managing other accounts and describe

how those successes were measured. 
 

TECHNICAL PROPOSAL/INFORMATION FOR EVALUATION
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MARKETING SUCCESSES AND ROI

Double digit increases in visitations

YOY hotel ADR increases

YOY lodging tax increases

Increased occupancy rates

Cost per clicks above industry average

Increase in website traffic

We have been recognized in many ways as leaders in our

field and innovators in creating integrated marketing

campaigns that not only raise awareness, but more

importantly, change perceptions. We are proud of the

awards we have received, particularly from the Public

Relations Society of America, because these are based on

not just cool strategies and great-looking creative - they
are about RESULTS. What did we do to meet the clients'
goals and objectives, and did those strategies meet our
exceed those goals? 

Over the years, we have met and exceeded many goals for

our clients with results that have changed the trajectory of

their businesses, organizations and industries. Specific to

tourism and destination marketing, these include:
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MARKETING SUCCESSES AND ROI
We have been honored with a long list of awards for our client work, including 15 wins at this year’s ARCom Awards (the most of any
agency), a 2019 National Silver Anvil Award from PRSA, two PRNews 2020 Platinum Awards Honorable Mentions and the top award at

the PRSA Arkansas Prism Awards, the Bob Sells Best of Show Award. 

Since 2005, our work has been consistently recognized each year in the PRSA Awards and the local ADDY Awards. We have won awards

in all major categories for a variety of clients (both B-to-C and B-to-B), while receiving the coveted Prism Best of Show award three years

in a row. We have also won individual awards for leadership, including life-time achievement awards and national "top" lists for agency

leaders.

We are also frequent award winners with HSMAI, Boston Ad Club and CTAM.

A FEW OF OUR
AWARDS
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 CLIENT SERVICES APPROACH
Much of our success with our clients can be credited to the open and transparent culture we have cultivated to ensure the highest

quality of work. We bring this approach to our clients every day through a series of fiscal and project management controls, allowing us

to manage and ensure our work is on time and on budget.

Ongoing consultation of DAH's media/marketing strategies and optimizations based on campaign results

Monthly and quarterly performance meetings to discuss results across all channels

Onsite strategy sessions with the marketing team and DAH leadership to show industry trends 

Monthly content audits and evaluations of content strategy to ensure consistent messaging across all

channels

Continuously present forward-thinking and cutting-edge ideas around evolving technology and media

As needed, provide POVs of new opportunities, including new media channels and new markets

Demonstrate thought leadership on how brand awareness and admissions yield can occur through a

combination of digital media and other strategies of inbound/outbound marketing

Partnership with In-house Team
Our team is vastly experienced at working collaboratively with state agency marketing teams to develop a

truly integrated marketing and media implementation strategy. With practitioners who come from tourism

backgrounds, we have the skills, experience and understanding of how institutions work from the inside out. 

We also know how important it is to work with the your in-house marketing teams, as media planning and

digital marketing strategy cannot work in a vacuum. Creative needs to know the rapid changes in media and

technology in order to build campaigns that will resonate over those forms of media. Our collaborative

approach will ensure your creative team will work side-by-side with our media team to build the most

effective campaigns.

Further, because we are experienced in building and launching brands for large, public institutions, we have

the framework in place to be your ongoing strategic partner on a day-to-day basis and support you in the

following areas:

Transition & Onboarding 
We will provide DAH with a

comprehensive checklist of what we'll

require to take over the management of

the account. We'll start with a meeting

with your in-house team to discuss the

transition.

Immersion Road Trip
Our team members would welcome a

road trip to all of DAH's agencies and

museums to immerse ourselves in

Arkansas's heritage offerings. This will also

incorporate our first kick-off meeting

where we will engage with DAH

leadership, administrative units, and

department stakeholders that make up

the DAH's ecosystem.
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CLIENT SERVICES APPROACH
Accountability Throughout the Team
The performance of your account rests with multiple people on the team to

ensure a strong relationship, as well as quality deliverables and rigorous cost

controls. There will be an agency principal assigned to your business. The DAH

Account Strategist will ensure that all of the strategy and marketing

assignments are part of a cohesive plan. Your DAH Account Supervisor will

ensure the strength of the relationship and foster communication, as well as

direct all of the tasks related to the business. The Project Manager will be

responsible for all of the day-to-day tasks and will ensure successful delivery of

the tasks on budget. The Agency Controller will run all financial reports to

ensure we are properly billing and reconciling expenses.

Daily Communication
There will be ongoing, daily communications with the DAH team members

and our agency team. We encourage our team members, regardless of

function, to get to know their respective counterparts at the agency in order to

foster collegial and friendly working relationships built on trust. This also

allows for a healthy exchange of ideas and helps keep the relationship and

deliverables moving forward.

Weekly Status Meetings
Each week, a regularly scheduled status meeting will take place between DAH

and the agency project teams to review the status of current deliverables and

discuss upcoming projects. This meeting is a valuable tool in keeping projects

on schedule. We will also review analytics and ROI to ensure our work is

meeting financial goals and agreed upon KPIs.

Pricing Transparency
We believe in value-added pricing models for our client relationships.

Many of our relationships are retainer-based, where we provide a set of

services for a fixed fee each month. In cases of specific projects or task

orders, we prepare a draft estimate and review it with the client before

pricing is finalized and approved. This ensures that the DAH team has

full transparency of our estimates before final approval.

Status/Traffic Reports
Each week, our account team meets with the client account team to go over

all active projects. This is helpful for managing multiple assignments and

projects concurrently. This meeting is led by the Account Supervisor and the

Project Manager.

Outside Production and Out-of-Pocket Expenses
When outside vendors are needed to deliver an assignment (i.e., printers,

photographers, etc.), we will request quotes from at least three vendors, and

we will choose the vendor who provides the best value. 

Timesheets
As a best practice, we keep a full set of timesheets for each staff member on

the DAH account that can be audited at any time.
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E.3 PERFORMANCE AND RISKS
B. Discuss methods your firm proposes to measure and ensure the effectiveness of

services performed under a resulting contract. Include client satisfaction
measurement and campaign assessment methods. 

 

TECHNICAL PROPOSAL/INFORMATION FOR EVALUATION
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ANALYTICS AND REPORTING
We believe in transparency, openness and accountability, and we are proud of the

results and the return on investment we have achieved on behalf of our clients. We’re

committed to providing our clients with advanced campaign analytics that go
above and beyond the standard media reporting. Using our custom analytics

platform powered by Datorama (a Salesforce company), we have the ability to create

a custom analytics dashboard that provides you with the tools and information

needed to measure marketing performance and ROI. 

The dashboard allows us to connect directly to various media and marketing

platforms including paid media channels like Google Ads and Facebook, ad serving

technology such as DCM, web analytics platforms like Google Analytics and inbound

automation software like Hubspot or Marketo, among many others. We can even

integrate offline data through custom API connections. 

This analytics dashboard can include multiple pages that are specific to department

data, so that each department head will be able to see their campaign performance

in a siloed format. One page would include a rolled-up “CMO Report” that would

include the primary KPIs and metrics that pertain to the overall health of the

campaign — so that it is easy to digest, quick to pull and in-real time.

Our comprehensive reporting tool allows us to measure and assess every aspect of

your marketing campaign in order to achieve maximized return on ad spend, and

since reporting pulls live, real-time data, reporting cadence is flexible to your needs.
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT TOOLS
In order to manage our high volume of campaigns and projects, we have a variety of project management tools and protocols to assist

us while working in our extremely fast-paced environment. The project management tools and protocols track each and every

deliverable to ensure client satisfaction and quality. In addition to our daily communication, we hold weekly project management

meetings with the client to go over all projects and deliverables, ensuring everything is on track.

CLIENT STATUS
REPORT

CLIENT STATUS
REPORT

CLIENT STATUS
REPORT
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E.3 PERFORMANCE AND RISKS
C. Describe issues that arose during implementing and managing other accounts

and describe how your firm resolved those issues. 
 

TECHNICAL PROPOSAL/INFORMATION FOR EVALUATION
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ISSUES THAT ARISE
From a campaign efficacy standpoint, we rely on data to assess success and also guide us to optimization and improvement.

Unfortunately, we sometimes look at our analytics dashboards and the results are not as stellar as we would have hoped them to be; to

rectify this, we focus on proactivity. For similar-sized accounts, we typically build in A/B testing and quarterly creative refreshes or

“challenger” campaigns to avoid ad fatigue and remain relevant with changing audience needs, seasonality and other environmental

factors. If we are not garnering the results that we expected, we are relentless in determining the root cause and testing
different approaches to course correct. We are not proponents of change for change’s sake, but the ability to optimize and evolve a

campaign are planned and part of our process.

 

For relationship management and client satisfaction issues, we have an open-door policy for clients to address any concerns with our

CEO partners. We recognize not all personalities are synchronous, and a strong working relationship is critical to our partnership’s

success. If there are issues that can be coached, we will pursue those first – we welcome all constructive criticism and feedback. If there is

a larger compatibility issue, we will explore replacing a team member and arranging for a better fit for all parties.
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E.3 PERFORMANCE AND RISKS
D. Based on your firm’s understanding of the goals and objectives of a resulting
contract, discuss potential risks involved in meeting the goals and objectives and

how your firm proposes mitigating those risks. 
 

TECHNICAL PROPOSAL/INFORMATION FOR EVALUATION
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POTENTIAL RISKS
We believe the risks when entering into a contract with a new client often fall into these

categories: Client Communication, Transparency and Trust and Metrics Reporting. Below is

how we routinely mitigate those risks for our clients:

CLIENT COMMUNICATION
We aim to ensure our clients are always in the know about their business and our role in it.

Whether we communicate through a simple email or a weekly recap designed to highlight

important things, we consistently communicate so that everyone is in the know, on task

and fully on board. When we complete a campaign, we always send a recap complete with

videos, pictures and all the numbers showing results and how we moved the needle through

that specific campaign. 

TRANSPARENCY AND TRUST
Our agency is committed to providing unprecedented service to our clients. From the kick-off

meeting to a wrap-up report, we work with you every step of the way to not only maximize

your return on investment, but also maintain a relationship that is grounded in honesty,

openness and ethical business practices. When we engage with a partner, it’s important for us

to establish clear objectives and to stay true to the client’s vision, which entails two-way trust

and a partner-to-partner, not company-to-vendor, level of communication. 

Everything we do for our clients is transparent. We share details of plans every step of the

way. We share budgets and where we are on meeting those at any given point. We provide

time reports when asked to help clients better understand how we are spending their

marketing dollars when it comes to agency services. We share media lists and press pitches

and let our clients peek behind the curtain whenever they desire to learn what goes behind

that Facebook ad or how a CPM is calculated or why we recommend certain media spends.
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POTENTIAL RISKS
Transparency, trustworthiness and integrity also come into play daily as we

manage our clients’ reputations, including some of the world’s largest

brands, companies where reputation and privacy is of the utmost

importance and billion-dollar philanthropies. These are the things that make

or break reputations, and as an agency that was founded in the principals of

public relations and thought leadership, we are committed to the utmost

integrity and trust with clients, consumers and our partners.

METRICS/REPORTING
In the previous sections we have detailed the importance of reporting on

metrics and your Key Performance Metrics. Results for our clients are

paramount. We work with our clients at the beginning of the process to

define success measurements so that we constantly and consistently track

those throughout our engagement.
 
We believe in openness and accountability, and we are proud of the results

and the return on investment we have achieved on behalf of our clients. As

part of our transparency to performance, we provide our clients with

dashboards to monitor their marketing efforts. These are customized to

reflect the client’s KPIs and showcase the information they prefer to review.

Reports are provided on a weekly and monthly basis depending on the need

of our clients.
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E.4 OVERALL APPROACH
A. With identifiers redacted, describe key personnel to be assigned to the DAH
account and summarize the qualifications and skills that make each individual

suitable for the DAH account. 
 

TECHNICAL PROPOSAL/INFORMATION FOR EVALUATION
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CEO, Agency Principal and Messaging Strategist
Little Rock

Our founder and CEO will serve as lead strategist. She's an award-winning PR professional and marketer and has positioned her agency as a leading public

relations and content marketing firm in the South. She is actively involved in national PRSA, serving on the Executive Committee for Counselors Academy

and is a member of the Agency Management Institute and the Public Relations Global Network. In her public relations career, she has garnered top awards

from PRSA, including the Arkansas Chapter's top honor, the Crystal Award, a Silver Anvil and she was named to PRNews' 2020 Top Women in PR power list.

She is a frequent speaker, including at the PRSA International Conference. She is actively involved in the community on several boards and committees,

but especially loves serving as the president-elect nominee of The Rotary Club of Little Rock, as Programming Chair for the Arkansas Women's Leadership

Forum and as a leader to her daughter's Girl Scout Troop 6109.

CEO, Agency Principal and Brand Strategist
Boston

Our CEO/Brand Strategist has 20 years of business experience, 15 of which have been dedicated to marketing, interactive strategy, advertising and public

relations. With a degree in Higher Education Administration, he has not only worked at Boston College and MIT, but has been a leading marketer in the

education sector. Winner of numerous awards, he is viewed as an innovative strategist who helps clients understand consumer behavior and how to best

brand their products and services across multiple platforms. He serves on various leadership committees with the Ad Club of Boston, Massachusetts

Interactive Technology Exchange, Destinations International, the Publicity Club of New England, AMA and the Cable Telecommunications Association of

Marketing. 

YOUR TEAM

19

EVP, Marketing Strategist
Boston

This team member is a creative-minded, strategic marketer with more than 28 years of experience across some of the industry's leading brands & agencies.

He has held senior leadership roles at large agencies like Genuine (IPG), Digitas (Publicis), Hill Holliday (IPG) and Euro RSCG/Circle (Havas), as well as

independent boutiques including Barbarian Group, CTP and MMB.  He has helped shape strategies and implemented innovative, award-winning

campaigns for Campbell Soup Company, Pepperidge Farm, Ocean Spray, TJX, CVS, Hood, Converse, Red Hat, Save the Children, Wahlburgers, IBM,

Microsoft, Boston Red Sox, Titleist, Subway Restaurants, Toyota, Holiday Inn, Liberty Mutual, MA State Lottery, Dunkin’ Donuts, InterContinental Hotels

Group, LL Bean, Google/YouTube, Terminix and the Buffalo Sabres. 

IDENTIFIERS SUCH AS PICTURE AND NAMES ARE REDACTED AS REQUESTED.
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Media Relations Manager
Little Rock

Our Media Relations Manager is a communications and multimedia professional with extensive experience in breaking news, crisis management and

corporate communications both as a network news journalist and public relations professional. He leads media relations efforts on behalf of our clients,

bringing both a strategic lens and tactical know-how to each and every project. Before joining our team, he served in PR leadership positions at Stratfor

and the University of Texas in Austin and spent more than a decade working as a broadcast journalist, editor and producer with CBS Network Radio News

in New York.

YOUR TEAM

Executive Creative Director 
Boston

Over the past 20 years, this team member's passion for storytelling, design, technology, typography and photography has taken him from Plymouth State

University to the leading edge of advertising. Logging tenure at shops like RDW Group, MMB and DigitasLBi, he earned his chops by creating award-

winning integrated campaigns, digital experiences, websites, mobile platforms, and cross-channel activations for well-known global brands like General

Motors, Saturn, Procter & Gamble, Staples, Subway, New Balance, ESPN, Deutsche Bank, Fidelity and Blue Cross Blue Shield. At Digitas, he led the digital

creative on all consumer lines of business for Bank of America, 

Art Director 
Boston
From film and photography to editing and coding, our Art Director's versatility adds value to all of his client work. He brings smart, digital thinking to

projects big and small and has experience in video and branding, as well as email, CRM and web design. He has worked on a number of clients across a

variety of industries including: Tourism Santa Fe, Big Sky, Bermuda, Tourism Germany, Boston Bruins, Bose, San Francisco International Airport, Pittsburgh

International Airport, Maine Lottery and Connecticut Lottery. 
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Account Director - Travel Category Lead
Boston
This team member has more than 10 years of agency experience with a focus on account management for tourism/hospitality clients. She has managed

numerous integrated marketing campaigns for DMOs, launched a new DMO brand, managed large-scale website builds for travel clients and deployed

CRM systems to enhance visitor experience at a luxury hotel. Her clients have received multiple tourism and advertising industry awards, including HSMAI

Gold Awards, the Florida Governor’s Conference Flagler Awards, PRSA recognition, local and regional ADDY awards and Exhibitor Magazine’s People’s

Choice Awards. She is a past president of the New Orleans chapter of the American Marketing Association.

Account Supervisor 
Little Rock
This team member serves as strategic counsel and lead strategist for key agency clients. She has more than 12 years experience in public relations,

promotions, events planning and creative campaign management. Your Account Supervisor offers a multi-faceted approach to project management from

the start of the creative process to the execution. She is a go-to consultant for her clients who depend on her creative thinking and commitment to

meeting deadlines and budgets.

Creative Director, Copywriter
Boston
This team member started her career in one of the best training grounds for advertising: Macy’s Herald Square. That retail experience shaped her thinking

about how to sell products and how to respond quickly to what works and what doesn’t. From Macy’s to Madison Avenue, she’s worked for some of the

biggest agencies, such as McCann Erickson, JWT and Grey, for clients like Procter and Gamble, Johnson & Johnson, Unilever and Exxon Mobil. But her

favorite and most successful campaign was for Mucinex. Yes, she created walking, talking phlegm and apologizes for it. But when Mucinex was sold to

Reckitt Benckiser for $2.3 billion dollars, she’s happy to have played a big part — and has the plush toy to prove it.

YOUR TEAM
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YOUR TEAM
Account Executive 
Little Rock

As an account executive, this team member is especially strong in project management and client relationships. She brings a unique perspective to the

table with her past agency experience in London. After graduating from Little Rock Central High, she packed her bags and jetted off to Scotland to the

University of St. Andrews. Following graduation, she spent the next three years working for a London-based luxury content marketing agency. While

working there, she worked in editorial and production across several digital and print publications, before settling into her new role at our agency.

Assistant Account Executive 
Little Rock

Our Assistant Account Executive joined our team after spending several years as a journalist. He is our go-to writer and spends his day creating engaging

content for clients. Unable to completely abandon his love of sports journalism, he enjoys moonlighting as a freelance reporter for local high school

athletics.

Media Director
Boston
Our Media Director has more than 30 years of experience in planning, buying and managing media campaigns. Her experience encompasses traditional

media, direct response and programmatic buying. Prior to joining the team as Associate Media Director/Broadcast, she was employed as the Associate

Director/Broadcast at Blitz Media and as Senior Vice President/Director of Broadcast Services at Pro Media, Inc. Her national and regional media experience

includes Utah Office of Tourism, Bermuda Tourism, Connecticut Lottery, Maine Lottery, Staples, Greater Media Radio, Hood Dairy, BJ’s Wholesale Club, Blue

Cross Blue Shield of Massachusetts, Pizza Hut, Filene’s, Filene’s Basement, WCVB-TV, Wendy’s Inc., Disney on Ice, Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Circus,

Rockland Trust, TD Banknorth, Unos, Breville, Boston Medical Center and Tufts Medical Center. 
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Director of Digital Delivery and Analytics
Boston

As one of our team's most experienced media practitioners, this team member has handled all touchpoints of integrated media campaigns, from initiating

market research to delivering post-campaign analytics. Prior to this team, he held the position of media designer at the Boston-based media agency

Mediastruction, where he gained experience in buying across all media channels, including print, radio, TV, digital and out of home. He holds a dual B.A. in

Communications and Psychology from Boston College. His client experience includes University of Baltimore, University of Texas Arlington, Radford

University, Norfolk State University, William Paterson University, Visit Big Sky, Tourism Santa Fe, Cirque du Soleil, The Green Company and The Wilder

Companies.

YOUR TEAM

Digital Marketing Specialist
Boston

Our Digital Marketing Specialist is a digital professional who has been with our team for four years. She is a graduate of Boston University where she

majored in business management with a marketing minor. She is responsible for the tactical management of client campaigns, managing in-flight

optimizations and making sure all campaigns are set up to correctly build to the established goals. She has an eye for detail, and loves to pour over

analytics reports looking for any information that could improve campaign performance. 

Digital Delivery Manager
Boston

This team member is a master of all things digital. In her role as Digital Delivery & Project Manager, she oversees website and digital and development

projects for clients in a range of industries. Your Digital Delivery Manager oversees the development of sitemaps, wireframes and user flow diagrams to

demonstrate the information architecture for complex websites and web apps where she helps conceptualize, pitch and execute user testing plans to help

understand site visitors’ needs. 
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Digital Marketing Operations and CRM Manager
Boston

This team member creates strategic marketing and communications plans, manages implementation across various platforms, makes strategic and data-

driven decisions and tracks program performance on behalf of our clients. Previously, she worked for OAO and Eric Mower and Associates where she

gained valuable skills in end-to-end campaign management. Additionally, she holds numerous certifications in MarTech and Ad Tech, including the Google

Stack. She holds a Music Business degree from McNally Smith College of Music in St. Paul, MN.

SEO and Digital Performance Specialist 
Boston

As one of the team's most experienced digital marketing practitioners, this team member has handled all touch points of integrated marketing

campaigns, from campaign ideation to campaign execution across various channels. Previously, he held the position of Digital Marketing Analyst at the

Newton-based marketing agency, InSegment, where he gained experience across all marketing channels, including social media marketing, SEM and SEO.

He holds a Master’s in International Business from Hult International Business School. 

YOUR TEAM
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E.4 OVERALL APPROACH
B. Discuss the resources to be available to the DAH account and summarize how
those resources bring value to your firm. Include full-scale marketing plan services,
creative advertising, graphic design, copy writing, public relations, lead generation,
and applicable partner organizations and related subcontractors unique to your

firm. 
 

TECHNICAL PROPOSAL/INFORMATION FOR EVALUATION
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AGENCY CAPABILITIES
Our team is passionate about destination marketing, particularly Arkansas tourism. We bring together a winning formula of visitor and

travel experience and strong Arkansas roots and connections. We understand the unique needs of Arkansas, yet bring an “outside”

perspective that lends itself to successful strategies that can compete on a global scale against other Southern states looking to attract

visitors too. Our combined team brings together a deep and wide bench of team members trained in public relations, digital/traditional

marketing, website design & development, advertising, graphic design, social media, content creation, strategy and media buying. 

Interactive + Digital
Digital Strategy

Information Architecture

Usability - UI/UX

Web Design & Development

Web Content

CMS/CRM Integrations

Inbound Lead Generation

Outbound Marketing

Marketing Automation

Behavioral Targeting

Search Marketing/SEO

Portal Development

Cloud Hosting

Mobile App Development

E-Commerce

Analytics + Data
ROI Dashboard (24/7/365)

Media Optimization

Performance Reporting

CRM Integration

Consumer Segmentation

Media Planning + Buying 
Broadcast

Digital Display

Paid Search

Programmatic

Native

Print

Mobile

OOH

Paid Social

Advertorial

Co-Op

Influencer

Experiential

Experiential Marketing
Product Launches

Mobile Tours

Sponsorship Activation

Pop-Ups

Sampling

Guerilla/Stunt

Street Teams

Retail Events

VIP Experiences

Corporate Events

Permanent Installations

Concerts/Festivals

Sporting Events

Trade Shows
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AGENCY CAPABILITIES

Insights + Strategy
Research/Audits

Stakeholder Engagement

Brand Strategy Development

Brand Positioning

Brand Architecture

Visual Brand Identity

Advertising, Creative + Production
Broadcast

Digital Display/Rich Media

Video

Print

OOH

Collateral/Brochures

Direct Mail

Trade Show Design

Specialty

Content Marketing + Social Media
Strategy Development

Audience Engagement

Social Analytics

Content Development

Social Media Training

Community Management

Contest Management

Content Audit

Content Creation

Influencer Marketing

Video Content

Public Relations
Media Relations

Media Training

Thought Leadership

Fam Tours

Crisis Communications
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AGENCY CAPABILITIES

PUBLIC
RELATIONS

CLIENT 
SUCCESS

CREATIVE
SERVICES

STRATEGY
Brand Planning

Strategic Communications

Research

CRM

Data and Analytics

Integrated Media Services

Marketing Operations

Digital Delivery

Web & Technology

Account Management

Project Management

Agency Operations

Creative Strategy

Copywriting

Direction

Content Creation

Production

Storytelling

Marketing

MARKETING
DELIVERY

Media Relations

Crisis Communications

Thought Leadership

Content Marketing Strategy

Social Media Strategy
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E.4 OVERALL APPROACH
C. Discuss the approval processes your firm proposes to implement under a

resulting contract, including approval processes for marketing plans, campaigns,
projects, reports, security and disaster plans, creative plans, and budgeting plans. 

 

TECHNICAL PROPOSAL/INFORMATION FOR EVALUATION
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APPROVAL PROCESSES 
AND NEW CLIENT ENGAGEMENT

 
Our approval process will be customized to DAH and how you prefer to approve each piece of the comprehensive marketing-

communications plan.

We love the journey of getting to know the ins and outs of new clients’ businesses. As part of our time getting to know you, we’ll do a lot

of research. We’ll comb through your website, media mentions and social media presence to learn what we can. We’ll do a content audit

to determine if there are key themes and information that create consistent tones and messaging. 

We also conduct a kick-off meeting and strategic planning session with your team and ours. Our agency leadership is always in

attendance, along with the full team that will work on your account. We use this time to ask the hard questions. What does success

mean to you? What are your challenges? What do your target audiences tell you? What do you believe your competitors do better, and

what do you do better than them? 

Once we’ve learned all we can, it’s back to the (strategic) drawing board. The account services team leads the group in creating a
strategic marketing-communications plan that addresses your goals, objectives and needs you didn’t even know you had. Once

we’re in implementation mode, we’ll have regular client meetings, daily and weekly touch bases and ongoing reporting. The reporting is

particularly important to us as it keeps everyone accountable and aligned. 

As part of the planning, all aspects of the campaign will be approved by you and your team. This includes strategies, tactics, responsible

parties, timelines and budgets. We won’t make a move until we have your final approval. As aspects of the plan are implemented, you’ll

be fully in the know via our varied communications channels and reporting mechanisms.
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E.4 OVERALL APPROACH
D. Describe your firm’s research approaches and the strategies your firm uses to

incorporate research results into marketing and public education. 
 

TECHNICAL PROPOSAL/INFORMATION FOR EVALUATION
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RESEARCH APPROACH
Along with the information found on Page 31 of this response, we also wanted to provide more detail on the qualitative and quantitative research

we believe is vital to consumer campaigns.

We are firm believers that research, whether primary or secondary, should inform any and all marketing-communications plans. We

help our clients determine what needs they have and what goals and objectives need to be met, and then we work to determine how we can use

research to address those. We will recommend qualitative or quantitative research, depending on the needs, and we don’t discount the fact that

much secondary research can be done by studying clients’ competitors and listening to our target audiences via a variety of social portals.

We work closely with a marketing research professional in Arkansas who is accredited in public relations and understands the nuisances of

communications strategies within larger, integrated campaigns and how research can help drive stronger plans. Stacey Margaret Jones, owner of

Ariel Strategic Communications, has conducted hundreds of custom, turn-key qualitative and quantitative research for Arkansas state agencies,

hospitality, higher education, community nonprofit, healthcare, heavy industry, logistics and more. We often hire Stacey for her expertise in Q

Methodology, a hybrid qualitative-quantitative methodology to measure subjective value systems. 

This method of research works well to inform reputation campaigns, and Stacey is the only researcher in Arkansas to conduct this type of

research. She also specializes in Appreciative Inquiry, a qualitative process that is particularly useful in capturing an organization's brand rather

than creating one from an external, outsider creative process. 

Q Methodology works well with clients seeking to communicate to their strategic publics' various subjective value systems. Selected participants

prioritize value statements about the organization or its brand, and statistical factor analysis reveals the strongest value clusters amongst the

publics. While these findings aren't projectable upon a population as survey results are, it’s reliable data that those value systems are in the target

markets. It's a unique and elegant research method to communicate with publics and appeal to value systems they may never be explicit about

holding.

Our research process begins by consulting with our clients regarding their needs. We then design research to meet their strategic information

needs, conduct and oversee the research, present findings and work with creative and strategic teams to implement findings into campaign

execution. Every study is custom based on the client's situation analysis, budget/resources and our strategic recommendations. Surveys can be

phone or Internet based. Qualitative methodologies include interview and group processes (focus groups, appreciative inquiry, Q methodology). 
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E.4 OVERALL APPROACH
E. Describe your firm’s understanding of fulfilling and verifying IT Accessibility

(Section 508 Standards) in web design. Include how your firm provides for:
 

1. Presenting information, including prompts used for interactive communications,
in formats intended for non-visual use;

 
2. Integrating into networks for obtaining, retrieving, and disseminating information

used by individuals who are not blind or visually impaired;
 

3. Providing effective, interactive control and use of the technology, including
without limitation the operating system, software applications, and format of the

data presented is readily achievable by nonvisual means;
 

4. Being compatible with information technology used by other individuals with
whom the blind or visually impaired individuals interact;

 
5. Integrating into networks used to share communications among employees,

program participants, and the public; and
 

6. Providing the capability of equivalent access by nonvisual means to
telecommunications or other interconnected network services used by persons

who are not blind or visually impaired
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COMPLIANCE AND ACCESSIBILITY
 

Unit Testing – We will exercise source codes by directly calling the methods of a class, passing appropriate parameters and testing

the values that are produced against expected values.

Web Content Accessibility – We utilize an accessibility validation tool to check HTML markup for conformance to accessibility

guidelines. Markup Validation works like a spell checker to examine the markup and underlines the elements or attributes that are

not valid, based on schemas for commonly used browsers and standards.

Browser Testing – We will ensure that the approved designs will render across a number of common browsers.

Accessibility/WCAG – After templates are programmed to contain web parts and go through QA testing to be sure they work as

expected, we’ll use Visual Studio’s Web Content Accessibility Checker on each individual page to make sure it follows the required

508 compliance. We also use 508checker.com as a 508 website validator.

Our partner employs a rigorous testing environment at numerous stages in our website development process. Each stage includes a set

of scripts that are developed to ensure objectives are being met. Our testing protocol not only includes high-speed access, but also

security, vulnerability, W3C, 508/WCAG, GDPR and integration testing with numerous personnel performing QA at each level. The tests

are run at Alpha Release (on Development), Beta Release (on Staging) and Gold Release (on Live Server) and includes:
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COMPLIANCE AND ACCESSIBILITY
 

W3C Markup Compliance – Along with accessibility compliance, markup validation warns when HTML code is not valid. Once a

page goes through accessibility testing, it will then have to go through W3C Markup Validation (http://validator.w3.org/) as a second

check that all HTML is properly formed and standards compliant.

GDPR Compliance Review – The team will review all GDPR compliance regulations with the client to ensure the site is GDPR ready.

Vulnerability Testing – Given the extensive nature of our projects, we are extremely sensitive to security and how we handle data. In

order to verify our security measures, we always validate our solutions using third-party security validation solutions. Given the

complexity of the sites that we have developed for our clients, we use Nessus® as our web security platform. The Nessus®

vulnerability scanner is the world-leader in active scanners, featuring high-speed discovery, configuration auditing, asset profiling,

sensitive data discovery and vulnerability analysis of your website security. As part of the testing, Nessus® supports the following types

of security audits:

Credentialed and un-credentialed port scanning

Network based vulnerability scanning

Credentialed-based patch audits for Windows and most Unix platforms

Credentialed configuration auditing of most Windows, Unix platforms

Robust and comprehensive credentialed security testing of 3rd party applications such as iTunes, JAVA, Skype and Firefox

Custom and embedded web application vulnerability testing

SQL database configuration auditing

Cisco Router configuration auditing

Software enumeration on Unix and Windows

Testing anti-virus installs for out-of date signatures and configuration errors

Nessus® can also be used for ad-hoc scanning, daily scans and quick-response audits
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THANK YOU!





OFFICIAL PRICE SHEET

SP-20-0055 Advertising, Marketing, and Public Relations

Prospective Contractor Name Ghidotti Communications

TABLE 1: MARKET BASKET PRICING (to be included in low-cost determination)
Includes the key services that will cover the bulk of the annual contract services. Pricing for remaining 
services will be negotiated prior to contract award. Estimated hours are provided for price comparison 
purposes only and do not represent actual hours. 

Item Description Cost Per Hour
Estimated Hours 

Per Year

Extended 
Estimated Cost 

Per Year

1 Account Management $150.00 600 $90,000.00

2 Art Design and Development $150.00 125 $18,750.00

3 Copywriting $150.00 100 $15,000.00

4 Copy Planning and Development $150.00 100 $15,000.00

5 Earned Media Planning and Management $150.00 100 $15,000.00

6 Social Media Planning and Management $150.00 100 $15,000.00

7 Research Planning and Development $150.00 50 $7,500.00

8 Strategic Planning and Development $150.00 50 $7,500.00

9 Public Relations $150.00 100 $15,000.00

Item Description Cost

10
One-Time Implementation Fee to Implement Hosting Services for All DAH 

Websites
$15,750.00

11
Annual Cost to Provide Ongoing Hosting Services for All DAH Websites

(including maintenance and support for all websites as required in the RFP, 
excluding e-commerce processing)

$135,000.00

Grand Total Estimated Cost Per Year $349,500.00

TABLE 2: PERCENTAGE-BASED COST (to be included in low-cost determination)

Item Description
Commission 
Percentage

12
Media Placement

(TV, radio, print, billboard, digital, social media)
12%

TABLE 3: PERCENTAGE-BASED COST (to be included in low-cost determination)

Item Description
Commission 
Percentage

13
Production Commission

(agency upcharge for production invoices)
12%

TABLE 4: OPTIONAL SERVICES (not to be included in low-cost determination)

Item Description Rate per Unit Unit

14 E-commerce Processing
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